The Merchants, Ship Owners and Fur Traders
of New France, Part 1

A – G

Jean Vincent d'Abbadie de Saint-Castin – Merchant and soldier in Acadie (Acadia), born in 1652 at Escourt in the Béarn. Son of Jean-Jacques d'Abbadie and Isabeau Béarn-Bonasse. In 1666 he was present in Nouvelle France. In 1670, he was present in Acadie. He married an Abenaki woman with named Madokawando. He died at Pau in southern France in 1707.
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/abbadie_de_saint_castin_jean_vincent_d_2E.html


Antoine Adhémar de Saint-Martin – A royal notary, officer, clerk of the court born in 1639 at Albi in the province of Languedoc. He lived in Sorel, Champlain, Trois-Rivières and Montréal and was one of the leading royal notaries. Merchants, exporters, fur traders and importers required his services and counsels in regard to legal contracts and documents. Notary Adhémar died in Montréal in 1714
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/adhemar_de_saint_martin_antoine_2E.html

Pierre-Gabriel Admyrault – Merchant in La Rochelle. He was associated in the 1750s with merchants Jean-André Lamalétie, Jean Dupuy and Jean-Baptiste Amiot at Québec City, Montréal, La Rochelle. He was born in 1723 at La Rochelle in the Aunis, son of Gabriel Admyrault and Marie Jacquette Charles. Married in 1745 at La Rochelle to Marie-Marguerite Giraudieu. Died about 1791. It does not appear that Admyrault ever visited Nouvelle-France.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/lamaletie_jean_andre_4F.html

Pierre Aigron (Égron) dit La Motte (Lamothe) – Merchant, ship owner at Ayré in the Charente-Maritime born in 1630, son of Pierre Aigron and Marie Daquin. First mentioned in Nouvelle France in 1660. Married in Québec (city) in 1663 to Marie-Madeleine Doucet. He was
involved in banking within the fur trading industry in the Tadoussac-Saguenay region. Died in 1687 in Nouvelle-France.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=965677
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=813995
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/aigron_pierre_1F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/aigron_pierre_1F.html

Louis-Joseph Ainsse (Ainse) – Merchant, fur trader born in 1744 at Michilimackinac, Michigan; son of Joseph Ainsse and Constante Chevalier. During the Seven Years' War he resided on Île-Perrot with his uncle. In 1762 he entered the fur trade and by 1763 he had returned to Michilimackinac. In 1775, he married Marie-Thérèse Bondy. He died at Varennes in 1802.
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/hq/2012-v18-n1-hq0314/67441ac.pdf
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/ainsse_joseph_louis_5E.html
http://www.quebecgenweb.com/~qcmtl-w/BeaverClub.html

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6661&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20750&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20750&
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/alavoine_charles_3F.html

Jean Alavoine – Merchant and doctor from Amiens in the Somme region. Married at La Rochelle. Settled in Champlain and Trois-Rivières in 1731, Montréal in 1694. Died in Montréal in 1749
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/alavoine_charles_3F.html

Charles Albanel – Explorer, merchant, Jesuit priest who traded around Hudson Bay about 1688 with other merchants of Nouvelle-France, among the merchants; Guillaume Couture, Laurent Dubosc, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Jean-François Bourdon, Claude Dablon and Gabriel Druillettes.
Joseph Aliés – Merchant in La Rochelle, associated with the Thouron, Havy, Lefèvre, Legrix, Cadet, all merchants of Nouvelle France in the 1750s.

François Allain de Lamothe – Merchant in Île-Royale in Acadie in the 1671-1738 time period, son of Pierre Allain de Lamothe. Please note, it does appear that other members of the Allain de Lamothe family were present at Louisbourg during this time period.

Antoine Allaire – A merchant from La Rochelle around 1671 who dealt with fellow merchants Gitton, Guestion, Bion, Petit, Quenet, Thibault in Nouvelle France. Born about 1653 in Livray in the Poitou. He was somehow connected with Intendant Jean Talon or it appears to be so.

Charles Allaire – Born in 1637 in the Chanonnay region in the Vendée. Son of Sébastien Allaire and Perrine Fleurisson. Associated with François Perron, a merchant from La Rochelle. First mention in Nouvelle France in 1658. Married in 1663 to Catherine Fièvre in Québec (city). Died between 1687 and 1691.

Henry Allaire – Also referred to as Sieur de Beignon from La Rochelle. In 1671 and 1672 he was present in Québec (city) with a brother, Antoine. He appears to have moved to the New England States in 1706.
Jean Allaire – Associated with trader François Perron, merchant of La Rochelle. He arrived in Quebec City in 1658. Born in 1632 in Chantonnay in the Vendee. In 1712 Allaire resided on L’ile most likely Île d’Orléans.

Pierre Allemand (Lallement or Lallemand) – Merchant, fur trader, explorer born in La Rochelle in the Charente-Maritime. Son of Claude Allemand and Marie Mandet (Maudet). Arrived in Québec City in 1681. In 1685 he married Louise-Marguerite Douaire de Bondy. Allemand was one of the leading merchants in Québec City in the 1680s. He died in 1691 in Québec City.

Jean Élie Allenet – Merchant in Île-Royale in Acadie (Acadia) in 1747-1758. He was born in Saint-Jean-d’Angéli in the Charente in ancient Saintonge. Son of Jean Allenet and Catherine Naveau.

André Alliés – Merchant, medical doctor, judge, notary in Marseille, the latter in the Bouches du Rhône who arrived at Québec City in 1730. Settled on the Seigneurie de la Rivière-du-Sud. Died after 1769.

Jean-Baptiste Amiot – Merchant and fur trader in Québec City. In the 1750s, he was associated with Jean-André Lamalétie, Jean Dupuy of Québec and with Pierre-Gabriel Admyrault of La Rochelle. Son of Jean-Baptiste Amiot and Marie-Marthe Souet. Married in 1740 to Marie-Angélique Ferret (Ferré)

Jean Aquare – Merchant in Bordeaux, Louisbourg and Québec City around 1718 in partnership with the Nouguès, Plaissan, Gannes de Falaises families. The Aquart family of merchants would later settle in Martinique.

Raymond Aquart – Merchant in Bordeaux, Louisbourg and Québec City in the 1707-1720 time period. He was associated with Jacques Michel, ship owner and merchant of La Rochelle who also visited the port of Québec from 1707 to 1712. The Aquart family would subsequently move to Martinique.
Pierre Aramy – Merchant of La Rochelle, son of Jean Aramy and Madeleine Roy. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1670. Died in Québec City in 1688.

http://www.erudit.org/en/journals/haf/1951-v4-n4-haf3156/801666ar/

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=P&p_fonds=1000&p_numunide=1732

Thomas Aramy – Was a merchant from La Rochelle and Québec City. Born in 1670. Appears to have been the son of Jean Aramy and Madeleine Roy. Was associated in the 1680s with François-Viennay Pachot a leading merchant in Nouvelle-France.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840319


http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html

https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=cde012d8-e042-4004-9c5d-b29cf4567aff&posInSet=4

https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1951-v4-n4-haf3156/801666ar/


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6274&

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6273&

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21751&


Jacques Arnaud – Merchant from Xaintes who was associated with François Saige in Québec City in 1684. Married Louise Mousseau. Died about 1706 in Québec City. Two Arnauds resided at Louisburg, Jean and Joseph Marie Arnaud.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35825&

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35983&


http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=806611

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=807961


http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html

Charles Aubert de La Chesnaye – Fur trader, merchant, seigneur, financier who was born in Amiens in the Somme in 1632. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1659. Married in 1664 in Québec City to Catherine-Gertrude Couillard. His second marriage was about 1671 to Marie-Louise Juchereau and died in Québec City in 1702. Aubert de La Chesnaye became a leading businessman in Nouvelle France and appears to have been associated with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. He was active in the trade sector from 1677 to about 1694.

François Aubert de la Chesnaye – Merchant in Québec City from about 1699. Son of Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye and Marie-Louise Juchereau and born in 1669 at Québec City. Married in 1685 in Québec to Anne-Ursule Denys de La Ronde, daughter of Pierre Denys de La Ronde, one of the leading merchant of the French colony. His second marriage in Beauport was to Marie Therese La Lande Gayon. He died in 1738 in Quebec City.
Louis-François Aubert – Fur trader and nephew of Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye. Was present in Québec City during the 1698 - 1704 time period.

Pierre Aubert de Gaspé – Merchant born in 1672 in La Rochelle, son of Charles Aubert and Marie-Louise Juchereau. Both families were leading merchants in La Rochelle. He arrived in Québec City in 1679 with his parents. In 1699 he married Jacqueline-Catherine Juchereau, also from a prominent merchant family. His second marriage was to Angélique Legardeur. He died in Saint-Antoine de Tilly, across the St. Lawrence River from Québec in 1731.

Nicolas-Gabriel Aubin de l'Isle – Merchant who was born in Paris in 1698 or there about, son of Jean Aubin and Marie Lefacheur. He arrived in Nouvelle France in 1719. The same year in Québec City, he married Elisabeth Marchand. He died in Québec City in 1747.

Jean Aurillac (Orillac) – A merchant born in 1734 in Barbezieux in the Charente. Son of Jean Orillac and Marie Dupuy. He arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1756. In 1761 he married Catherine-Amable Filiau. He died in 1779 in Montréal.


Jacques Babie (Baby) de Rainville – Merchant in the fur industry. Born in 1633 in Monteton in the diocese of Agen in France. Son of Jean Babis (Babie) and Isabeau Robin. Arrived in Canada in 1665, a sergeant with the Régiment de Carignan-Salières. Following his military career, Babie settled in Champlain near Trois-Rivières and organized his own fur trading enterprise with aboriginals who sold their pelts in the Trois-Rivières region to various merchants. In 1670, he married Jeanne Dandonneau, daughter of Pierre Dandonneau at Champain. He became a very successful fur trader / exporter. He died in 1688 in Champlain.
Jacques Babie (Baby) dit Dupéron – A member of a fur trading family with ties to Montréal, Detroit, Michigan, La Rochelle and Bordeaux in France and in London, England. Numerous documents addressing this family can be accessed at Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec through the Pistard research tool at BAnQ.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22077&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22101&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6542&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22459&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/baby_jacques_4E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/adhemar_de_saint_martin_antoine_2E.html

Charles Bailly (Baillif) – Merchant from La Châtaignerie in Vendée. Born in 1669. Son of Toussaint and Catherine Hugier. Married in 1696 in the Vendée to Aimée Baud. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1693. Appears to have traded at Québec City and Trois-Rivières in the 1680s and 1690s. Died in 1715 in the town of his birth.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=826244

François-Augustin Bailly de Messein (Messin) – Merchant in Honfleur. Born in 1740 and lived in Varennes in 1783. His daughter Marie-Appolline Bailly de Messein married Eustache-Ignace Trottier des Rivières Beaubien. The Bailly de Messein family was a leading family of merchants at Honfleur in the Calvados for a generation or two. He had been married to Marie-Anne de Goutin. Died in 1794 in Québec City.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18855&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
Joseph Bailly (Honoré-Gratien-Joseph Bailly de Messein) – Son of François-Augustin Bailly de Messein and Marie-Anne-Josephte de Goutin. Died about 1788
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=19980&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/arch:/52327/b52479072
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/bailly_joseph_6F.html

Toussaint Bailly (Baillif) – Merchant from the Poitou region in the Vendée. His son Charles was present in Québec City in the 1690s.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=840424
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef

André Banet dit Bonnet – Merchant from Andouillé in the Mayenne who was born in 1713. The son of Julien Bonnet and Jeanne Gombert. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1747, married the same year in Québec City to Marie-Josephte Racine. Died in 1791 in Québec City.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=845473
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=1062723

Pierre Baour – Merchant from Bordeaux. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1714. He was associated with Quebec merchants; Lacaze, Gauthier, Lannes and Derit from about 1753-1758.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39170&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39229&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39290&
Pierre Baraguet (Baragué) – Merchant at La Rochelle who was born in 1671. Married to Marie-Anne Bourot in 1699 in La Rochelle. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1714. Died in Québec in 1738.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22612&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21905&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22599&
http://anom.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/ark:/61561/up424d31zd.num=500.form=complexe.start=661
http://anom.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/ir/FRANOM_00019&num=20&q=n%C3%A9gociant

Pierre Baraguet (Baragué) – Son of the above who was born in 1705 at La Rochelle. Continued the trade business of his father. Family would also reside in Acadie from 1726 onward. Family would later settled in Trois-Rivières. Never married. Died in Québec City in 1738.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=17512&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=17515&

Joseph Bargeat – Merchant who was born in 1731 or about in Limoges in the Haute-Vienne. Son of Joseph Bargeat and Marguerite Ébrard. Arrived at Nouvelle France in 1754, same year at Montréal, married Catherine Barthe. Died at Québec City in 1779

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20678&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20846&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20847&
Jacques Barranguet (Barranquet) – Merchant in Québec City who was born at Auch in modern-day Gers. From 1753 to 1758 he was present in Québec City.

André Barras (De Barras) – Merchant from Marseille born in 1725 at Digne-les-Bains in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, son of Paul de Barras and Anne David. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1750. Married in Trois-Rivières in 1752 to Marie-Louise Delouches. Died after 1754. Family appears to have moved to Lévis.

Jean Barré – Merchant and ship owner who traded in fishery at Pabos on the Bay of Chaleur from about 1752 to 1757 and appears to have been associated with Jean-François Levebvre dit Bellefeuille and his three sons. Born in 1714 at Étaules in the Charente-Maritime, son of Léonard Barré and Marie Audoin. Arrived at Louisbourg in 1743, married to Perrine Bonnier the same year at Louisbourg. Died in Louisbourg after 1759.
Jacques-François Barret – Merchant who was born in 1704 in Québec City. In 1760 he left Nouvelle France following the British Conquest and settled in Martinique.

Gérard Barsalou (Géraud) – Merchant and master tanner was born in 1673 at Agen in the Lot-et-Garonne. Son of Jean Barsalou and Hélène Lamarque. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1699. Married Marie-Catherine Legras in Montréal in 1700. He appears to have also married Catherine Millet. Barsalou appears to have concentrated his efforts in the fur trading sector in the Montréal region. Died in Montréal in 1721.

David Basset – Merchant who was present at Les Mines in Acadie (Acadia) prior to 1682. He married Marie Laverdure. Died in 1724.
Philippe Bastien (Basquien) – Merchant from Paris Born in 1665 the son of Philippe Basquien and Marie Lefebvre. Arrived in Quebec City in 1687 Married in 1691 to Marie Joly. Died in 1708 in Québec City.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6578
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6593
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=822827

Simon Baston – Merchant from La Rochelle who settled in Nouvelle France from 1657 onward. He had two sons Simon and Joseph who were also associated with other merchants in Québec; André Bernon and Jean Guitton among them.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1353
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=23422
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=23421

Louis Bazil (Basil / Bazile) – Merchant in Québec City. Born in 1694 at La Rochelle in the Aunis. Son of Louis Bazil and Magdeleine Moreau. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1718. Married in Québec City in 1721 to Françoise-Charlotte Duroy. Died in 1752 in Québec City. Bazil was associated with Havy, Lefèvre and Fornel, this group of merchants were very active in the trading sector in Québec in the 1730-1755 time period.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=2427
Pierre-Gilles Bazin – Merchant who was born in 1713 in Neauphie-le-Château in the Yvelines. Son of Pierre Bazin and Élisabeth Philippe. Arrived in Québec City in 1734. Married in 1734 in Québec to Thérèse Fortier. Died in Québec in 1759, a few days prior to the British Conquest on the Plains of Abraham.

Charles Bazire – Bourgeois, merchant originally from Rouen in the Seine-Maritime. Settled in Québec City in 1660 and served within the government of Nouvelle France. For a short period of time, he appears to have been associated with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Died in 1677 at Québec City.
Louis Beaudoin (Baudoin) – Merchant in Québec City, Trois-Rivières and Montréal who in the 1739 time period attracted the attention of Intendant Hocquart who named him to the Conseil supérieur. He was born in Bordeaux in the Guyenne region of France.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=816898
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/baudoin_gervais_3E.html

Nicolas Beaujon – Merchant and banker from Bordeaux. Born in 1718 and was associated with Louis Balan, Arnaud Gibert, Jean Liguard all merchants in Québec in the 1740s. Was also associated with the Petit et Compagnie group of merchants. Nicolas Beaujon died in 1786. It appears he never came to Canada.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38973&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24749&
http://archives.cg33.fr/bibliotheque/docs/7_B-V392745.pdf
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_Beaujon
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_Beaujon
https://books.google.ca/books?id=eAKVhS8eAXAC&pg=PA22&lpg=PA22&dq= Nico las%20Beaujon+n%C3%A9%20g%c3%a9cian t&source=bl&ots=ls-
217Uqq_&sig=54CczTc6Sv-Z3l-
ZqGMkWUUm3E8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi97vuavtvcAhWuVN8KHUnyDjIQ6AEwBnoECAMQA Q - v=onepage&q=Nicolas%20Beaujon%20n%C3%A9gociant&f=false

Jean-Nicolas Beaume (La Beaume) – Merchant in Montréal who resided in Pointe-aux-Trembles. He married Marguerite-Geneviève Torillon of Trois-Rivières about 1736. Beaume appears to have emigrated to Fort-Saint-Louis on the Mississippi River Delta about 1764.

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jean-Baptiste Beauvais – Fur trader in Québec City who married Marie-Anne Lanctôt. Died in about 1792 in Québec City.

Jean-Baptiste Bédard – Merchant from Saint-Malo who was present at Québec City in 1695. He married Anne Macard in Québec in 1702.

Jean-Antoine Bedout – Merchant from Bordeaux was born in 1700. He was the son of Antoine Bedoux and Marie Beguy. He settled in Québec City in 1735. In 1744 he married Marie-Françoise Barolet in Québec. He died in 1780 or 1781 in Québec.
Claude Étienne Belin – Merchant from La Rochelle born in 1696. Son of Allard Belin and Elisabeth Ollovier. He traded with associates in Nouvelle-France, among them, Bernon, Rasteau, Weis. In 1729, he married Marie-Anne-Sara Carayon. He died after 1747.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24526&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=P&p_fonds=234&p_numunide=1032221

François Étienne Bellenger (Bélanger) – Merchant and shipowner in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime. From 1582 onward was present along the coast of New England and Acadie and traded for furs with First Nations. He might have settled during summer months at Cape Breton in the 1582 time frame.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=834616
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=833225
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=837070
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/bellenger_etienne_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/bellenger_etienne_1E.html

Pierre Bénac (Bénacq) – Merchant from Bayonne in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, who was born in 1661, son of Guillaume Bénacq and Jeanne de Lalande. Arrived in Québec City in 1686. The following year, he married Charlotte Bissot. He was a merchant with the Fermes du Roi, a large fur trading company owned in part by the Crown of France. He was a cousin of Pierre and Jacques Lalande-Gayon. Returned to France with his wife in 1699.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16426&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16375&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16363&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=966247
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840451
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=816218
Martin Benoît (Benoist) or/and Isaac Benoist – Merchant at Louisbourg who was born in 1643. Married to Marie Chaussegros (Chosegros) in 1672 at Acadie or France. Died at Louisbourg.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35435&
https://ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/22613/1/EC55708.PDF

Clerbaud Bergier – Merchant from La Rochelle. In 1667-1668 he was in Québec. He was associated with merchants; Moïse Guillebaud, Jacques Hurtain, the latter being a ship owner. In 1682, Bergier with other associates; Gabriel Gauthier and Boucher were granted lands in Acadie in order to establish a fishing industry and fur trading posts. The place selected was Chedabouctou.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7018&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28397&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7102&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7020&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clerbaud_Bergier
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/bergier_clerbaud_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/bergier_clerbaud_1E.html

Bertrand Berhoüague – One of the leading merchant Québec City in the 1690s during the tenure of Gouverneur de Frontenac. This was a time in which about 38 merchants in the Québec City region were importing and exporting goods from merchants in various port-cities of France.
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6

François Bernardin – Négociant (merchant) at La Rochelle and Le Havre in the 18th century. It does appear that he had numerous business transactions with merchants in Québec City, Montréal and Trois-Rivières.
https://www.erudit.org/en/journals/haf/1951-v4-n4-haf3156/801666ar/
http://www.ameriquefrancaise.org/fr/article-582/La_Rochelle_et_l%E2%80%99Am%C3%A9rique_fran%C3%A7aise.html - .Wz-599JKjIU
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/10325395
https://www.google.ca/search?q=d3s_W6yyG6Hy_QbGzYzQAw&q=B%C3%A9randin+Nouvelle+France+%2F+LaRochelle&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i160k1i2.29879.36098.0.36634.13.13.0.0.0.0.579.1785.6j6j5-1.13.0....0...1c.1.64.psy-ab..0.10.1503...33i21k1i0.YssLNAh7lo
**André Bernon** – Ship owner, bourgeois and merchant from La Rochelle who resided in Nouvelle-France in the 1685 time period. A rich and powerful merchant who lived in Québec City from 1669 to 1694 or there about.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15986&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840800
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=864226
https://gw.geneanet.org/hjn?lang=en&n=bernon&oc=0&p=gabriel
http://www.rihs.org/mssinv/Mss294.htm

**Gabriel Bernon** - Merchant from La Rochelle. In 1682 he was present at Québec City— see Samuel Bernon, brother of Gabriel.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16437&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=864226
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840459
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe&r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef

**Samuel Bernon** – Ship owner, merchant, bourgeois from La Rochelle who resided at Québec City in the 1680-1690s. One of the eminent trader families associated by marriage and partnership with other leading traders including Le Roy and Faneuil. In the 1667-1718 time period, he was trading with many North American ports in Nouvelle-France, in addition to those of the 13th American colonies and those of Martinique and Louisiane.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38715&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15986&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16437&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=864226
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840459
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe&r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef
Paul Berry – Merchant at Fleurance in the Gers, son of Michel Berry. In 1685 he became a merchant in Québec City. Married Marie Mars in 1696. In the 1690s, Berry was considered one of the most influential merchants in Québec City. He returned to La Rochelle where he died in 1709.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=37072
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16668
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18629
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1994-v48-n1-haf2360/305298ar/
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=822840
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/b56c3780-e343-4587-9448-ce14ab7175ef
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1956-v10-n3-haf2016/301772ar/

Antoine Berson dit Chatillon – Merchant from Paris who was born in 1637, the son of Eustache Berson dit Chatillon and Madeleine Pescheur. Arrived at Québec City in 1657. Married in 1663 in the nearby Château-Richer to Marguerite Bélanger (Bellenger). Died after 1665. Being a resident of Château-Richer, he most likely traded furs with First Nations. Many trappers were transporting their furs through the St. Lawrence River and Château-Richer was located on the mighty river. It appears to have been one of the stop-over villages of choice for fur-trappers.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840111
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=810918

Gabriel de Berthé sieur de Chailly et de La Joubardière – Écuyer, merchant residing in Lachine in the 1670-1680s. Appears to have been trading in the fur industry with various voyageurs (coureurs des bois) who lived in the Lachine and Sainte-Anne districts of Montréal.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7016
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15986
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16063
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=815791
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=815845
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=815900
Charles Berthelot – Merchant born in 1708 or about in Paris, son of Claude-Denis Berthelot and Marguerite de Saint-Saulieu. Arrived at Québec City in 1727. Married in Québec the same year 1727 to Thérèse Roussel. Returned to France and died prior to 1744.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1837

Louis Berthon (Berthou) de La Morinière – Merchant from Belâtre in the Indre, son of Jean-Baptiste Berthon and Marguerite Renard who was born in 1724. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1755, the same year he married Marie-Anne Langlois in Québec City. He might have signed Paul Berthon on legal documents.

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840128
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840133
http://anom.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/ir?num=20&ir=FRANOM_00019&q=n%C3%A9gociant&start=21

Guillaume-Joseph Besançon - Merchant who resided in Nouvelle France from 1743 and who married Charlotte Déblé. Died prior to 1756.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=5109
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6461
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25308
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25787
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=962974
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=845277
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=845277
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=962033
http://anom.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/ir?num=20&ir=FRANOM_00019&q=n%C3%A9gociant&start=21
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/besnard_jean_louis_4F.html

André Besse de la Barthe – Merchant from La Rochelle from a family of traders in the Charente-Maritime. He was present in Québec City in the 1751-1754 time period with his two brothers Pierre and Daniel.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39167&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38623&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=973384
https://books.google.ca/books?id=7ChKAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA1-PA337&dq=Besse+de+la+Barthe,+n%C3%A9gociants&source=bl&ots=3dfoD08Rpe&sig=_VF95Pq4Jy3wfBBDXsRbfowkMcI&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjL9c36gaLeAhUkUt8KHWQKBpGQ6AEwAHoECAkQAQ - v=onepage&q=Besse%20de%20Barthe%20n%C3%A9gociants&f=false
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&stti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Daniel Besse de la Barthe – Brother of André Besse and Pierre Besse who also traded in Québec City in the 1750s.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38623&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39167&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=973384
https://books.google.ca/books?id=7ChKAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA1-PA337&dq=Besse+de+la+Barthe,+n%C3%A9gociants&source=bl&ots=3dfoD08Rpe&sig=_VF95Pq4Jy3wfBBDXsRbfowkMcI&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjL9c36gaLeAhUkUt8KHWQKBpGQ6AEwAHoECAkQAQ - v=onepage&q=Besse%20de%20Barthe%20n%C3%A9gociants&f=false
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&stti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Josué Bestreau – Merchant, exporter and importer from La Rochelle. Worked in Québec City in 1657, 1658. He appears to have returned to La Rochelle after 1658.
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1951-v4-n4-haf3156/801666ar/
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CA&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=926695
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=963434
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=24&p_numunide=950135
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=CA&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=927445

Daniel Biaille – Merchant from Poitou, in modern-day Vendée. Was present in Québec City in 1671. Was associated with the Compagnie des Indes occidentales. By 1710 he had died.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=922401
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=891655
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=806463
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=1&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jacques Biart (Biard) – Master tanner who was born in 1650 in Rennes in the Ille-et-Villaine within the ancient Toussaint. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1676.
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1980-v34-n3-haf2320/303877ar/

https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1980-v34-n3-haf2320/303877ar/

Charles de Biencourt de Saint-Just (De Poutrincourt) – Merchant and admiral of the fleet which established a settlement at Port-Royal in Acadie (Acadia). He appears to have come from the city of Caen in the Calvados because in 1636, he was present as a witness at a marriage there.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=P&p_fonds=234&p_numunide=1032251
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/biencourt_de_saint_just_charles_de_1F.html
Louis Bigot – Merchant and civil servant from Bordeaux. From 1679 to 1685 he dealt with merchants in Québec City and he was present in Québec City. He might have been related to Intendant Bigot, the latter who served at the end of Nouvelle France in 1759.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Pierre Billatte – Ship owner, merchant and fur trader from Bordeaux. He was associated with Jean Gitton, Pierre Martel, Pierre Boudor, Jean Aquart and other merchants in Nouvelle France from 1671 to 1718 and especially those who traded along the coast of Labrador.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38729&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=36972&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35660&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840597
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

François-Joseph Bissot – Son - Merchant, ship owner and bourgeois born in 1673. He was the son of François Byssot de La Rivière and Marie Couillard. he was instrumental in organizing a store owned by the Compagnie des Cent-Associés at the trading post at Mingan. He was also associated with the Hudson’s Bay Company. He was married in 1698 to Marie Lambert Dumont. Died in Québec City in 1737.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18030&
http://archeologie.ville.quebec.qc.ca/sites/tannerie-artisanale-de-la-rue-de-saint-vallier/histoire-d-une-tannerie-artisanale-de-la-rue-de-saint-vallier/
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=827751
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=826159
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/bissot_francois_joseph_2F.html

François Bissot dit Larivière (Byssot) – Father - Bourgeois, merchant, fur trader and interpreter who was born in Saint-Ouen in the Eure. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1639 as a member of the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Married Marie Couillard in Québec City in 1648. Died in 1673 at Québec City.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18032&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18030&
http://archeologie.ville.quebec.qc.ca/sites/tannerie-artisanale-de-la-rue-de-saint-vallier/histoire-d-une-tannerie-artisanale-de-la-rue-de-saint-vallier/
Jean Blavoust – Merchant from La Rochelle. Jean married Marie Ester Marchand in 1716. He might have been the father of Pierre Blavoust

http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0001082751&queryId=f818a082-e5f0-4dd1-bf9b-666fdd57e7e9&posInSet=3
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b86115819.image

Pierre Blavoust – Merchant from La Rochelle and Calais was born in 1719. From 1742 to 1750 he was associated with Nicolas-Guillaume-Laurent Massot and Joseph Cadet at the village of Batiscan, the latter being an important trading centre near Trois-Rivières during this time period.

http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0001082751&queryId=f818a082-e5f0-4dd1-bf9b-666fdd57e7e9&posInSet=3
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b86115819.image

Maurice-Régis Blondeau – A fur trader who was born in 1734 in Montréal, the son of Jean-Baptiste Blondeau, also a merchant and Geneviève Angers. In 1767 he married Marie-Josephe Lepellé Lahaye. Was associated with Joseph-Michel Cadet, Jean-Baptiste-Amable Adhémar. Died in Montréal in 1809.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=4523&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/prc_validation
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/blondeau_maurice_regis_5E.html

Gilles Boivinet (Boivin) – Merchant and agent général of the Compagnie des Intéressés en la ferme du Roy He was born in 1710 and died at the age of 56 in Québec City in 1766. In 1751, his place of business was within the Trois-Rivières region.

Guillaume Bomer (Baumer) – Merchant who was born in 1708 at Coutances in the Manche. Son of Robert Baumer and Marie Lebanois. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1741 and settled in Trois-Rivières. The same year he married Marie-Josèphe Savage. Trois-Rivières and the surrounding villages such as Champlain, Batiscan and Bécancour were the central points of the fur trade int Nouvelle France in the 18th century prior to the British Conquest of 1759. Bomer died in Pointe-aux-Trembles-en-Haut in 1756.
Pierre Bonfils – Merchant and shipowner from de Vaux-sur-Mer in the Charente-Maritime who visited Québec City from Bordeaux with his two brothers Jean and Élie in 1699, 1700, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1709 and 1714.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=940&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38788&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=37106&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38837&
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=7f888ba2-498b-4a2b-a55c-bb6e71ff8012&posInSet=4

Jean-Baptiste Bonenfant – Merchant who was born in 1716 at Saint-Martin-de-Fraigneau in the Vendée, son of Louis Bonenfant and Hilaire Macaud. Married in 1745 to Élisabeth Baais at La Flotte in the Charente-Maritime. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1752. Settled at Rivière-Ouelle in the Lower St. Lawrence region. Died in 1797 at Rivière-Ouelle.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24470&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25471&

Jacques Bonneau des Gardes – Merchant from La Rochelle who traded within the fur industry. Other merchants in this industry from La Rochelle were Jacques Rasteau, Nicolas Claessen and Robert Butler.
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0001082751&queryId=f818a082-e5f0-4dd1-bf9b-666fd57e7e9&posInSet=3

Pierre Borneuf – Merchant born in 1722 at La Couarde-sur-Mer in the Charente-Maritime, son of Louis Borneuf and Marie Dupeux. Arrived in Nouvelle France prior to 1756. Married in 1756 in Québec
City to Madeleine Degré. Died at Québec City in 1780. Very little is known about the type of trading Borneuf was involved with.

Nicolas Bottier de Berrichon – Merchant who was in Louisburg from 1714 to 1724. He appears to have been associated with André Carrerot. Previous to 1714, he appears to have traded at Plaisance within Terre-Neuve. Was associated with François Du Pont Duvivier about 1736.

Abraham Bouat – Merchant born in 1644 or about at Saint-Rome-de-Tarn in the Aveyron. Son of Charles Bouat and Marguerite Mignonhague. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1668. In 1670 married Marguerite Nevelet in Montreal. Died in Montréal in 1702. Bouat was associated through family marriages with the Pascaud family of merchants, a leading family in the trading of goods in Nouvelle-France.


Antoine Bouchel – Merchant at La Rochelle who was associated with merchants in Nouvelle France; Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, Pierre Gaigneur, Jean and Richard Butler and the Leborgne family of traders around 1673.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Bernard Boucher de Roque – Merchant with the Compagnie des Indes-Occidentales. Boucher de Rogue arrived in Nouvelle France in 1665 as a soldier with the Régiment de Carignan-Salières. Following his discharge he was in Québec City as a merchant and trader. Married Félécité Tremblay.

Thomas-René-Verchères Boucher de Boucherville – Merchant, seigneur and fur trader who was born in 1784 in Boucherville, son of René-Amable Boucher de Boucherville and Madeleine Raimbault de Saint-Blaint. Died in 1857.

Jean-Baptiste Bouchette – Merchant and mariner who was born in 1736 in Québec City. He was the son of Marc Bouchette and Marie-Thérèse Grenet. Was active in the fishing industry but also as a merchant in the city of his birth. In 1773 he married Marie-Angélique Duhamel. Died in 1804 in Québec City.
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=2018110614363419935&p_centre=03Q&p_class=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=959106
Pierre Boudet – Important merchant from La Rochelle with direct ties with Thouron, Mounier, Grelleau, Cugnet, Dugard, Payet, Jeanne, Bedou, Taché all merchants of La Rochelle. Among these families were those who traded with associates in Nouvelle France from 1730-1748. Married Romaine (Boudet). A daughter, Rosalie resided in Québec City in 1761.

Jean Boudor – Merchant in Montréal, Québec City and Trois-Rivières from 1681-1688.

Pierre Boudor – Merchant from Limoges in France who was associated with Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye. Traded in the fur industry at Michilimackinac from 1675-1697.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=16052
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=16052
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=820152

René Bourassa (Bourasseau) dit La Ronde (Bouracas, Bourasseau) – Fur trader, merchant from La Prairie near Montréal. Born in La Prairie in 1688, son of François Bourassa and Marie Le Ber. Married Agnès Gagné. In 1722, Bourassa was fined 500 livres for trading with merchants in Albany, New York. Bourassa financed fur trading expeditions to the Wisconsin region and was also associated with explorer and trader Pierre Gaultier de Varennes et de La Vérendrye.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=2935
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=30330
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/bourassa_rene_4E.html

Jean-François Bourdon dit D’Hombourg (Dombourg) – Seigneur, merchant and cartographer with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Born in 1647 in Québec City, son of Jean Bourdon and Jacqueline Potel. Married in 1687 to Jeanne Janier. Was associated with fellow merchant Charles Bazire. Died in La Rochelle in 1698. His wife Jeanne Janier Bourdon married Simon-Pierre Denys, Sieur de Bonaventure in 1693. He was the lieutenant governor of Acadia (Acadie). In 1688, Bourdon with other merchants at Nouvelle-France were trading at the Hudson Bay, along with traders; Guillaume Couture, Laurent Dubosc, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Claude Dablon, Gabriel Druillettes and Charles Albanel.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=16227
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?idNumber=21211
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=818153
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=817533
Hilaire Bourgine – Merchant from Poitiers in the Vienne was born in 1650. Son of Jean Bourgine and Mathurine Potet. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1669. In 1687 in La Rochelle he married Marie Belette. He was also a notary from 1685 to 1690 in Montréal. Died after 1720 in La Rochelle.


Lucien Bouteville – Merchant in Québec City from about 1687 to 1703. Was associated with some of the leading merchant families of Nouvelle-France, among them the Gignard, Roussel, Rageot, Bailly.
and others. Married to Charlotte de Clairambourg. It does appear that Bouteville had a successful career as a trader in the Québec City region.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22085&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=698&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=838149
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=966294
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6

Guillaume Bouthier (Boutier) – Merchant in Québec City and associated with the Compagnie du Nord in association with Guillaume Jung, Paul Berry, Aubert de la Chesnaye in 1681-1696. Bouthier was one of the leading merchants in Québec City during the above time period.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16051&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16080&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16128&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=965733
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=889572
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=889571
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a


http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p centre=03Q&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=1052360


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25810&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25713&

Fabien-Jean Brousse – Merchant from Bordeaux in the Gironde who was born about 1675. Son of Léonard Brousse and Jeanne Marichau. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1704 and the following year 1705 married Louise Allemand in Québec City. Died in 1711 in Québec City.

Étienne Brûlé – Famous explorer and fur trader who was born in 1592 at Champigny-sur-Marne in the Val-de-Marne. Son of Spire Brûlé and Marguerite Guérin. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1608. He was married in 1627 at Champigny-sur-Marne to Alexon Coiffier (Alizon). Died in 1633 at Huronie in Ontario.

Jean Brulé – Merchant from La Rochelle in the 1718 time frame who dealt with merchants in Québec. He appears to have been either associated with or a family member through marriage with the Garesché family of merchants from La Rochelle.
Henry Brunet – Merchant from La Rochelle and Boston with shipments sent to Québec City from 1654 to 1657.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Isaac Brunet – Merchant from La Rochelle and Boston with sale and purchase of goods in Québec City from 1654 to 1657
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TP&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=832149

Antoine Busquet – Merchant born in La Rochelle in 1698. Son of Jean-Blaise Busquet, merchant from La Rochelle and Marie Aramy. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1724. Associated by family lineages with the Aramy family of La Rochelle, a leading merchant family in the Aunis. Married Louise Petit de Villiers in Montréal in 1733. Died at La Rochelle in 1749.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=3673&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&

Jean-Robert Butler – Merchant from La Rochelle who was trading with fur merchants in Nouvelle France in the 1710 - 1750 time frame. Other leading merchants from La Rochelle who were heavily into fur trading were Jean Bonner des Gardes, Jacques Rasteau and Nicolas Claessen. Butler dealt with merchants at Louisbourg in 1717 or 1718.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18240&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=8744&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28679&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=8681&
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
Joseph-Michel Cadet – Merchant and businessman Québec who was associated with Jean-Baptiste Amiot and Gabriel Courrejolles from 1751 to 1759 and managed a fishing post in the Gaspé Peninsula. Married to Angélique Fortier

Jean-Baptiste Cadot (Cadotte) – Fur trader who was born in 1723 in Batiscan, son of Jean-François Cadot and Marie-Josephe Proteau. Married to Athanasie, a Nipissing first nation lady about 1756 at Michilimackinac. Died after 1803.
Emery de Caën – Merchant from Rouen who was born in 1603 and who lived in Québec City from 1621 to 1632. Son of Ezechiel de Caën and Marie Sores. A cousin of Guillaume de Caën and Marie Langlois. Emery de Caën was a leading merchant from Rouen in the Seine-Maritime along with his cousin Guillaume de Caën.

Guillaume de Caën – Merchant and general of the fleet of the Compagnie de Montmorency and of the Compagnie de Ventadour. He was the major force in the fur trading sector in Nouvelle France from 1621-1627 & 1631-1632. He was born in 1599 in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime. Son of Guillaume de Caën and Marie Langlois. He died about 1642 in France.

Pierre Calvet (Du Calvet) – Merchant in Montréal born in 1735 at Caussade in the Tarn-et-Garonne, son of Pierre Calvet and Anne Boudet. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1758. Died in Montréal in 1786. [Link to more information](http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38667)

Étienne-Charles Campion dit Labonté – Merchant and fur trader who was born in 1737 in Montréal. Son of Étienne Campion dit Labonté and Charlotte Pépin. In 1773, he married Madeleine Gauthier. In 1794, he married a second time to Marie-Josephtte Maillet. He was associated with Alexander Henry at Michilimackinac. [Link to more information](http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6815)

Simon Soumande Cananville – Merchant, bourgeois and trader lived in Québec City from about 1688 to 1695. He was born in 1668 in Québec City the son of Pierre Soumande and Simone Costé. Died in 1695. [Link to more information](http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=2018110614363419935&p_classe=CP&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=930195)
Pierre Capdeville – Merchant from La Rochelle in the late 17th century with fellow merchants Jean de La Maignière, Antoine Pascaud and Pierre Plassan. He was born in 1710 at Amou in the Landes within the Aquitaine. Son of Bernard Capdeville and Jeanne Lasseps. Died in 1774 in Guadeloupe.

Bernard Cardenau (Cadenau) – Merchant who was from Dax in modern-day Landes. Was in Québec City in 1751. Married the same year to Marie-Anne Guérin at Sainte-Foy. In 1763 he was back in France and died after 1769.

Pierre Carrerot – Merchant from Plaisance, Terre-Neuve (Newfoundland) who was born in 1667 at Bayonne in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques. In 1690, married Marie Picq (Pixey). Died at Louisbourg in 1732. He had a brother, Philippe who was also a merchant in Louisbourg prior to 1724.

Christian Caspar – Fur trader from Bordeaux in the Gironde. Was present in Québec City from about 1749 to 1759. Married Madeleine Dupuy. Was associated with Alexandre Dumas, a merchant in Québec City. Died in France.

Pierre-Antoine Castaing – Merchant from Bordeaux who emigrated to Acadie, Louisbourg in 1740. In 1745 he married Charlotte-Isabelle Chevalier, the daughter of a shipping and trading family of Acadie. He returned to Bordeaux in 1758 with his wife and children. The Castaing family had a long history with Nouvelle France, for records indicate that François Castaing was present in Québec City in 1700. Another Castaing family member, Henri was present in 1759 at Québec City.
Jean-Jacques Catignon – Merchant from La Rochelle and a director with the Compagnie du Nord de la Baie d'Hudson. Was present in Québec City from about 1706 to 1714 and perhaps after. At which time he formed an alliance with Paul Guillet, a merchant from same city. Catignon was the son of Charles Catignon and Jeanne Delestre. He had married Marie-Charlotte Duchesne.

Étienne Caussade – Merchant from Bordeaux who in 1744 was in Québec City and was assigned by Intendant Gilles Hocquart to be a guardian of the children of the late merchant Armand-Blaise Descamps (Descampes). Other merchants were also asked to be guardians of said children; Robert Dugard, merchant at Rouen, François-Étienne Cugnet, merchant in Québec City plus the three Pascaud brothers, all three were merchants in Québec.
Henry Cavélier – Merchant from Rouen, a member of the Compagnie des Cent Associés. Father of the explorer René-Robert Cavelier de La Salle. With born in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime. Married Catherine Geest. It does not appear that Henry Cavalier ever resided in Nouvelle France. Henry Cavelier is described by scholars and historians as an influential bourgeois and rich merchant (négociant) in Rouen in the 17th century.

http://www.persee.fr/doc/annor_0570-1600_2005_hos_34_1
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/cavelier_de_la_salle_rene_robert_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/cavelier_de_la_salle_rene_robert_1E.html

René-Robert Cavelier de La Salle – Explorer, merchant and fur trader who was born in 1643 in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime. Son of Jean Cavelier and Catherine Geest. In 1667 he was present in Nouvelle France. One of the founders of Lachine, the centre of activity of the fur industry during the early years of the French colony of Nouvelle France. Died in Texas in 1687.

http://www.frontenac-ameriques.org/histoire-et-memoire/article/naissances-de-personnalites-de-la
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6979&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/cavelier_de_la_salle_rene_robert_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/cavelier_de_la_salle_rene_robert_1E.html

Philippe d'Ailleboust de Cerry d'Argenteuil – Merchant and ship owner who was born in 1702 in Montréal, son of Pierre d’Ailleboust d’Argenteuil and Marie-Louise Denys de La Ronde. Married in 1735 to Marie-Madeleine Chéron at Charlesbourg. Died in 1787 at Loches in the Indre-et-Loire

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38908&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29853&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=26452&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/ailleboust_de_cerry_philippe_marie_d_4E.html
Charles Chaboillez – Fur trader and merchant who was born in 1772 in Montréal, son of Charles-Jean-Baptiste Chaboillez and Marguerite Larchevêque. Married in 1811 to Jessy Bruce in Québec City. Died in 1811 in Mascouche.


Louis Chambalon – One of Québec City’s leading merchant and royal notary in the 1690s, during the tenure of Governor de Frontenac. During this period there were about 40 merchants in Québec City who were importing and exporting merchandise to a great number of port-cities in France.
Guillaume Chanjon (Changeon / Chaugon) – Merchant who was born in La Rochelle about 1640. Son of Jean Chaujon and Marguerite Feniou. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1678. In 1668 in La Rochelle he married Catherine Roy. He was associated with the Compagnie des Indes orientales and the Compagnie du Nord et de la Baie d’Hudson. From 1678 onward he made multiple trips to Nouvelle France. Died about 1693. Through the marriage of his grand-parents, the Chanion family was associated with the Gaigneur family of merchants of La Rochelle.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16052&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16036&
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=1376&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D182
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=1376&returnForward=%2FonePersonnage.do%3FrefPersonnage%3D1376
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jean Chanjon – Merchant from La Rochelle in the Charente-Maritime who had business transactions with Jean de Roy and Jacques Mousnier around 1656.

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6622&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=3087&

Étienne Charest – Merchant and seigneur in Québec City. Brother of Joseph, Antoine and Paul. All appeared to have been merchants in Poitiers. He was born in 1635 at Poitiers in the Vienne, son of


Pierre Charly – Merchant born in 1672 in La Rochelle in the Aunis, son of André Charly dit Saint-Ange and Marie Dumesnil. Married in 1707 to Anne Busquet in La Rochelle. Died in Montréal prior to 1751.
Louis Saint-Ange Charly – Merchant in Montréal in 1760 who was associated with Joseph Dufy Charest, Louis-Alexandre Rousseau, Étienne Trottier-Desauniers Beaubien and Pierre Desauniers.  

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16588&


http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Claude Charron de La Barre – Merchant who was born in 1622 in Blois, Loir-et-Cher. Son of Jean-Baptiste Charron and Claude Bequet. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1652 as a member of the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Married Elisabeth Damours in Québec City in 1684. Died in the same city in 1687.  


http://biographi.ca/en/bio/charron_de_la_barre_claude_1E.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/charron_de_la_barre_claude_1E.html

Charles Chartier – Merchant in Québec City. Son of Michel Chartier and Marie Magnier who was born in 1666 in Île-d’Orléans. In 1694 he married Louise Le Maître. From 1694 to 1721, he established a trading store in Québec City. In 1700, Chartier and his brother Michel purchased the Seigniory Descouderts. He died after 1721 in Québec City.  

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22459&

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/proc_validation

Hilaire Chaubert – Merchant who was born in 1725 in Orléans in the Loiret. Son of Noël Chaubert and Marie-Madeleine Pichon. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1752. He married Marie-Madeleine Raté the same year in Quebec City. Died in 1761 at sea.

Jean Chauvet – Merchant born in 1641 in the town of La Jarne in the Charente-Maritime, son of Vincent Chauvet and Thomasse Martin. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1656. Married in 1681 to Marie Prévost at Québec City. Died in the same city in 1691.
Jérôme-Irvoix Chauvin – Merchant from Bordeaux who traded with Canada in cattle and butter which originated from Ireland.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bossier&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Pierre Chauvin de La Pierre – Merchant and fur trader who was present with Samuel de Champlain in Québec City in 1609 and 1610. He was born in Dieppe. In 1603 he sailed from the port-city of Honfleur in the Calvados for Canada.
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/chauvin_de_la_pierre_pierre_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/chauvin_de_la_pierre_pierre_1E.html

Pierre Chauvin de Tonnetuit – Merchant, ship owner and fur trader who organized the first known fur trading post in Nouvelle France in the hamlet of Tadoussac in 1599. Tadoussac is on the St. Lawrence River at the junction with the Saguenay River. Served in Tadoussac off and on until 1613.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bossier&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/chauvin_de_tonnetuit_pierre_de_1F.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/chauvin_de_tonnetuit_pierre_de_1F.html

André Chaviteau (Chauviteau) – Merchant, ship owner who arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1667 aboard the ship La Nouvelle France. He was associated with merchant Pierre Gaigneur. Was back in Québec City in 1670. He was then associated with merchant Alexandre Petit. In 1674, was again present in Québec City and was then associated with Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye and the Compagnie du Nord.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15979&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bossier&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/haf/1951-v4-n4-haf3156/801666ar.pdf

Jacques Chaviteau (Chauviteau) – Merchant from La Rochelle who was present in Québec City in the 1682-1689 time period. Married into the Michel family in 1678.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=37078&
Antoine Cheffault, Sieur de La Renardière – Merchant with the Compagnie générale de la Nouvelle France with a contract of three years in 1644. Also known as Sieur de La Renardière.

Martin Cheron – Merchant who was born in 1663 in Blois in the Loir-et-Cher. Son of Martin Cheron City. Second marriage to Marie-Josèphe Boulanger. Merchant, warehouse manager of the King’s warehouse in Québec. Died in 1717 in Québec City.


Bertrand Chesnaye (Chesnay) dit la Garenne – Seigneur, merchant and fur trader with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. He was a merchant in Québec City from 1655 to 1683. In 1656, he married Marie-Madeleine Bellenger at Château-Richer, near Québec City. In 1671 he married a second time to Élisabeth Auber. Died in Québec in 1683.
Pierre Chesne (Chenay) de Saint-Onge – Merchant in Montréal. Appears to have been the son of Raymond Chesne dit Lagrave and Rose Maillot of Grondines.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6547&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6527

Jean Chevalier – Merchant who was born in La Rochelle in 1657. Son of Charles Chevalier and Jeanne Roux, arrived in Nouvelle France in 1698. In 1710 he married Anne Guyon of the Guyon family of merchants in Québec City. Died at Louisbourg in 1720.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15995&

Jean-Baptiste Chevalier – Merchant born in Moulins in the Allier in 1715. In 1740 he married Marie-Angélique Pelletier in Québec City. Resided in Québec from 1740 to 1760. Died at La Rochelle in 1763.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=23687&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unitechercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=201811081707506588&p_centre=03Q&p_class=TP&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=992968
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstit=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J+F+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

François Choré (Chaurel), Sieur de Saint-Romain – Merchant in Trois-Rivières. Married Marie-Anne Aubuchon (Obuchon) in 1663 in Trois-Rivières. Died in 1709 in nearby Champlain. The Choré couple had a son, François Choré, sieur de Dorvilliers who also resided at Champlain in the 1709 time frame.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1335&
Médard Chouart des Groseilliers – Fur trader, explorer, merchants with the Hudson’s Bay Company who was born in 1618 in Charly-sur-Marne in the ancient province of la Brie. Son of Médard Chouart and Marie Poirier. Appears to have arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1641. In 1646 in Québec City he married Hélène Martin, daughter of Abraham Martin. Died in 1696, it appears.

Nicolas Claessen – Merchant from Calais who settled in La Rochelle and was dealing actively with Acadie in the 1678-1688 time period. In 1675 he married Marie Mouchard. Claessen was one of La Rochelle’s leading fur merchants with Jacques Bonneau des Gardes, Jacques Rasteau and Robert Butler. In 1750 another Claessen with fellow merchants Bouchaud and Dulivier were trading in Nouvelle-France.
Pierre Claverie (Claverge) – Merchant born in 1724 at Susmiou in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, son of Jean de Claverie and Jeanne de La Barthe. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1743. In 1753, he married Marie-Anne Dupéré in Montréal. From 1749 to 1756 in Québec City and Louiseville (Rivière-du-Loup-en-Haut), he appears to have been associated with Gratien Drouilhet. He died in Montréal in 1756.

Hugues Cochran – One of Québec City’s leading merchants in the 1690’s. Cochran, was one of a few Irish merchants who had settled in the city of Bordeaux in the Gironde in the 17th century. Others in this group of Irish merchants of Bordeaux, (some were also British) were Richard Creagh, Thomas Arundel, Andrew Stuckey, William Chommondeley, Patience Ward, Edward Moore, John Holeman and Richard Butler. A few of the above Bordeaux merchants visited Québec City for a season or two.

Mathieu-Benoît Collet - A lawyer who was closely associated with the merchants in Montréal and Québec City from 1712 to 1727. As a senior administrator of the Conseil Souverain, in 1717 he asked that merchants be allowed to meet in public places and to also grant said merchants the rights to form a new trading company selling beaver pelts. He was born in 1671 in Lyon in the Rhône, son of Benoit Collet and Antoinette Thomé. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1712. Married in 1713 to Élisabeth Denis. Died in Montréal in 1727.
Bernard Constantin – A leading merchant in Bordeaux in the 1640s and 1650s. Other leading merchants from Bordeaux during the above period of time were Jean de Ridder, Pierre Dupuys, Jean de Jehan and Nicolas Duhamel.

http://archives.cg33.fr/bibliotheque/docs/7_B-V392745.pdf


http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25565&
http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25570&
http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25529&
http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25566&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/constantin_pierre_3E.html

Antoine Pecaudry de Contrecoeur – Seigneur, officer, merchant and fur trader who was born in Contrecoeur in 1705. Died in 1775 in Montréal. He appears to have been the son of Claude Pécaudy de Contrecoeur.

http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=4721&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2785739
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/pecaudy_de_contrecoeur_claude_pierre_4E.html

Jean Corpron (Courpron) – Merchant who was born in 1728 in Pizanie in the Charente-Maritime in the Pays de la Saintonge-Romane. Son of Charles Corpron and Marie Gaborit (Gabriel). Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1751. Married Marguerite Roy. He was a merchant in Québec City and was an assistant to Jean-Joseph--Michel Cadet from about 1751 to 1759. Might have been associated with Pierre Claverie, a leading merchant in Québec City. Died in France after 1765.

http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=30571&
http://nouvellevfrance.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=27793&
Noël Cossart – Merchant from Rouen in the Seine-Maritime in the second portion of the 17th century who might have been associated with fellow merchants Thomas Le Gendre, Antoine Vanderhulst and Pierre Tranchepain. Another merchant from Rouen, Jean-Baptiste Le Gendre was in Québec City for a few summers in 1669 or about. In 1723 a Pierre Cossart appears to have resided in Montréal.  

Gabriel Côté – Merchant and fur trader who was born in 1742 at Saint-Louis-de-Kamouraska in the Lower St. Lawrence, son of Nicolas Côté and Marie-Claude Levasseur. From 1760 he traded with first nations at Michilimackinac. Married Agathe Desjardins. Died prior to 1795.  

Barthélemy Cotton – Inspector of furs in Québec City for the Compagnie des Indes from 1718 to about 1741. He was born in 1692 in Québec City, son of Barthélemy Cotton and Jeanne Le Rouge. In 1741 in Québec City, he married Marie Willis. Died in 1780.

François R. de Couagne – Merchant associated with the Compagnie des Indes along with Joseph Fleury Deschambault, Paul Marin de La Mague, Louis Ducharme and Louis-François Hervieux. In the 1697-1724 in the early part of this period he was trading furs. A merchant referred to simply as Couagne in many official government documents.


Louis Couillard de Lespinay – Merchant, fur trader and seigneur associated with the Compagnie des Cent-Associsés. He was born in 1658 in Québec City, son of Louis Couillard, Sieur de Lespinay and Geneviève Després. He married Marie Vandy in 1680, Marie Fortin in 1688, Margueritte Bélanger in 1712 and Louise Nolin in 1719. Died in 1728 at his seigniory Saint-Pierre-du-Sud.

Savinien Courpon de La Tour – Merchant, ship captain and bourgeois with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés under the leadership of François Derré de Gand. De Courpon replaced Charles Du Plessis-Bochart in 1636. He was born in 1608 and married in Pessey in the Aube in 1634 to Barbe Bayol dit Bajolet. Second marriage in 1641 to Olive de Laubauré at Nantes in the Loire-Atlantique. Died in 1671 at Île-Cap-de-Sable, Acadie.

Gabriel Courrejolles – Merchant from Bayonne with partners in Nouvelle France, among them Joseph-Michel Cadet from 1755 to 1759. It appears that Courrejolles might have visited Nouvelle-France during said above time period.

Guillaume Couture – Merchant in 1688 who traded in Hudson Bay with other merchants of Nouvelle-France, among them Laurent Dubosc, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Bourdon, Dablon, Druillettes, Albanel.

Richard Creagh – Merchant from Cork in Ireland who also lived in La Rochelle. From 1658 to 1664 or there about he was dealing various goods in Canada in exchange for furs.

Jean Crespin – Merchant born in 1666 in Agen in the Lot-et-Garonne. Son of Jean Crespin and Antoinette Corme. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1697. In 1713, married in Québec City to Marie-Louise Guyon. From 1726 to 1730 he was associated with Jean Jung, Henry Hiché, Jean Jung de Saint-Laurent and others. Died in 1734 in Québec City.
Christophe Crevier, sieur de la Mellée (Lemesle) – Merchant in Trois-Rivières who was born in 1607 in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime, son of Nicolas Crevier and Anne Basire. Married in 1633 to Jeanne Évard. He appears to have resided in Trois-Rivières from 1639 to 1662.

Jean Crevier de Saint-François – Merchant and fur trader at the seigneurie de la Rivière Saint-François. Born in 1642 at Trois-Rivières. Son of Christophe Crevier dit La Meslée and Jeanne Évard (Énard). In 1663 he married Marguerite Hertel in Trois-Rivières. Died in 1693.

Joseph Crevier – Merchant and fur trader at the Seigneurie de la Rivière Saint-François he was born about 1668, son of Jean Crevier and Marguerite Hertel. Married Marie-Angélique Boulanger in 1697. Died in 1716 in Boucherville.

Claude Dablon – Explorer, trader and Jesuit priest who in 1688 traded with other merchants in Nouvelle-France in Hudson Bay. Among said merchants were Guillaume Couture, Laurent Dubosc, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Jean-François Bourdon, Gabriel Druillettes, Charles Albanel.

Joannis Daccarette – Merchant in Plaisance in Terre-Neuve from about 1702 to 1713. Brother to Michel Daccarette senior. See below.

Michel Daccarrette (Dacarat / d’Acaret) – Father - Merchant born prior to 1690 in Hendaye in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, son of Jacques Daccarrette and Marie Gastaignol. Emigrated to Plaisance prior to 1704. He was joined by his brothers Joannis, Jacques, Louis and Michel. The five brothers were
members of a group of merchants in Plaisance who had an association with merchants in the region of Bayonne in France. Married in 1713 in Plaisance to Jeanne Gonillon. Died in 1745 in Louisbourg.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=8271
http://www.francogene.com/dgaa/dgaa-d1.php
https://ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/22613/1/EC55708.PDF
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/daccarrette_michel_1745_3F.html

Michel Daccarette – Son – Merchant and fur trader. Son of the above, nephew of Joannis, Jacques and Louis Daccarette. The elder Daccarettes, it appears resided and traded in Plaisance and Louisbourg from 1704 to 1745 or there about. Surely one of the family member would have resided in Québec City at one point in time.

http://www.francogene.com/dgaa/dgaa-d1.php
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/daccarrette_michel_1730_67_3E.html

François Daine – Seigneur and seigniorial agent who was born in 1695 in Charleville-Mézières in the Ardennes. Son of Jacques Daine and Marie-Antoinette Pelletier. Settled in Trois-Rivières in 1715. In 1721, married in Québec City to Angélique Pagé. In 1724 he joined the Compagnie-des-Indes, one of Nouvelle France’s leading exporters and importers. Died in 1770 in Onzain in the Loir-et-Cher.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=17166&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=17376&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=17639&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=201811101332251987&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=809131
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=201811101332251987&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=809134
http://www.patrimoine-culturel.gouv.qc.ca/rpcq/detail.do?methode=consulter&id=11603&type=pge-.WzIlvKdKjIV


François Dambourgés – Merchant from Salies-de-Béarn in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, son of Jean Dambourgés and Jeanne de Lambeye. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1754. He was joining his father
and brother who were also merchants in Nouvelle France. Married Marie-Josèphe Boucher in 1786 in Québec City. Died in 1798 in Montréal.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38631

Jean-Baptiste Dambourgés – Merchant born in 1716 in Salies-de-Béarn in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques. Son of Jean Dambourgés and Anne Hourdeigt. Married at Salies-de-Béarn in 1740 to Anne de Lambeye. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1752. Settled at Montmagny, died about 1786.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38705

Pierre Dambourgés – Merchant from Sailies-de-Béarn in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques who was born in 1745, son of Jean Dambourgés and Anne de Lambeye. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1763. In 1779 at Montmagny he married Catherine Couillard. Died in 1781 in Montmagny.

Mathieu Damours de Chauffours – Seigneur, merchant and councillor arrived in Nouvelle France in 1651 as a member of the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Was a merchant in Québec City from 1657 to 1695 affiliated with said above society. In 1677 Governor Frontenac granted to Damours de Chauffours a tract of land described as; la fontaine de Champlain. Died in Montréal in 1711. A Louis Damours de Chauffours was also present in Nouvelle-France during the same period of time, perhaps a brother.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=19391
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7018
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=1163&returnForward=%2FoneTheme%3FrefTheme%3D43%26offsetIndexThemeLieuAllLevels%3D75
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=1471&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D1163
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneRepere.do?refRepere=690&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D1471
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/damours_de_chauffours_mathieu_1F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/damours_de_chauffours_mathieu_1F.html

Charles Daniel – Ship owner and merchant from Dieppe, associated with the Compagnie-des-Cent-Associés and also with Guillaume de Caën. He was present at Cap-Breton from 1632 to 1636. Died about 1661 in La Rochelle.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7042
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/daniel_charles_1F.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/daniel_charles_1F.html

Pierre Danré de Blanzy – Merchant and ship owner from Bordeaux who appeared to be present in Montréal about 1736. He most likely was the brother or cousin of Louis-Claude Danré de Blanzy, a notary in Montréal with a large clientele among fur traders and merchants. He was in Montréal from 1738 to 1760.
Gabriel Da Silva – Jewish merchant from Bordeaux, who among others sent ships to North America from about 1683 to 1750. Among these Jewish traders, one can trace David Gradis, Jacob Peixotto, Jacob Raphaël, Joseph Da Silva, Solomon Francia, Samuel Lopès-Dubec, Abraham Gradis, Joseph-Abraham-Henriques Raba, Jean Gomes, Jean Nougues and François Mendes.

Joseph Da Silva – Jewish merchant from Bordeaux who among others sent ships to North America from about 1683 to 1750. Among these Jewish merchants, one can trace David Gradis, Jacob Peixotto, Jacob Raphaël, Gabriel Da Silva, Solomon Francia, Samuel Lopès-Dubec, Abraham Gradis, Joseph-Abraham-Henriques Raba, Jean Gomes and Jean Nougues.

Pierre Dastous (Doustout) – Merchant in Acadie with the Compagnie des Cent Associés, sea captain and government administrator. He was born in 1604 in Charnisay in the Indre-et-Loire, son of René de Menou and Nicole Jousserand. Died at Louisbourg in 1650.

Charles d’Aulnay (Menou / Charnisay) – Merchant in Acadie with the Compagnie des Cent Associés, sea captain and government administrator. He was born in 1604 in Charnisay in the Indre-et-Loire, son of René de Menou and Nicole Jousserand. Died at Louisbourg in 1650.
Charles Deblé – Merchant in Québec City in 1715 with some form of partnership with leading merchants Gabriel Greysac, Charles Crespin and Pierre Normandin.

Jean Dedieu - Merchant, master tanner and fur trader in Lachine in 1706 in partnership with Jean Mouchère. The latter operated a fur factory at the Côteau Saint-Pierre on the road toward Lachine (Now most likely, Upper Lachine Road).

Jacques Defaye (Defay) – Merchant born in 1654 in La Rochelle, son of Paul Defaye and Anne Dupuy. The latter from an old La Rochelle family of merchants. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1674. Was associated with his father, Jean Defaye de Châteauneuf and with Pierre Minvieille, Jean Batailley and François Saige. In 1683, he married Marie-Catherine Poisset in La Rochelle. Died in 1693 at sea.

Paul Defaye (Delafaye) – Merchant in Québec City who was born about 1654 in Canada. From 1680 to 1698 or about, he was associated with his father Jean Defaye de Châteauneuf and with Pierre Minvieille, Jean Batailley, Pierre Rivière, François Saige, Simon Mars and Jean Molinier.
Pierre Delannes – Merchant in Montauban and Québec City from 1718 to 1752. Was associated in Nouvelle France with Jacques Gauthier during his latter years as a trader.

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boucher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Joseph Delestre de Beaujour – One of Québec’s City’s leading merchants in the 1690s, a period of time under the leadership of Governor de Frontenac. During said period, about 35 merchants from Québec were trading with merchants in many of the port-cities of France.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25556&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6

Joseph-Simon Desherbert de Lapointe – Merchant in La Rochelle and Québec City from the 1720s to the 1760s. He was associated with Guillaume Estèbe, a merchant-trader from 1729 to about 1770 in Québec City.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&

https://hssh.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/hssh/article/viewFile/38631/35042
https://www.persee.fr/doc/outre_0300-9513_1976_num_63_231_1919
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/estebe_guillaume_4F.html

Mathieu Martin de Lino – Merchant associated with Charles Aubert de la Chenaye (Chesnaye), Pierre Lallemand, Charles Pattu and Jean Gobin around 1689 in Québec City.

http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2785739
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20678&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=826811


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38589&
https://ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/22613/1/EC55708.PDF
Louis Delort – Brother of Guillaume Delort. See above selection for details.

Étienne Deniau dit Destaillis – Merchant in Montréal who was accused in 1723 by merchant François-Étienne Cugnet, managing-director of the trading company Domaine de l'Ocident of trading furs with merchants from the American Colonies. Also accused were merchants Jean-François Demers and René Bourassa, the latter from La Prairie. Deniau had married Catherine Bisailon prior to 1723.

Charles Denys (Denis) de Vitré (de Vitray) – Merchant and shipowner who was born in 1645 in Tours in the Indre-et-Loire, son of Simon Denys and Françoise Detertre. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1651. Married in 1668 to Catherine de Lostelneau in Québec City. Denys was a leading merchant in the fishery sector at Plaisance (1650-1713), a French colony in present-day Newfoundland.

Henri (Henry) Denys (Denis) – Merchant and shipowner from La Rochelle in the late 16th and most likely of the early 17th century who sent ships to Nouvelle-France. He was most likely a relative of Nicolas Denys.

Jean Denys – Ship owner from Honfleur in the Calvados who visited Nouvelle France in 1506 with the ship captain Gamard. He sailed to Newfoundland and in the early years of the colony, a port was named havre de Jean Denys and renamed Rognoust by Basque fishermen and then renamed under British rule as Renews.
Louis Denys de la Ronde (Denis) – Fur trader and merchant born in 1675 in Québec City, son of Pierre Denys de La Ronde and Catherine Leneuf de La Poterie. Married in 1709 in Québec to Marie-Louise Chartier de Lotbinière.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7005&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6999&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6998&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_de_la_ronde_louis_3F.html


http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7094&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7087&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=31012&
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=176&returnForward=%2FoneThe me.do%3FRefTheme%3D43%26offsetIndexThemeLieuAllLevels%3D50
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/denys_nicolas_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_nicolas_1E.html
http://marigot.ca/boutique/crhaf.htm

Paul Denys de Saint-Simon – Merchant from about 1688 who traded in the Hudson Bay region with other merchants of Nouvelle-France, among these merchants were Guillaume Couture, Laurent Dubosc, Claude Dablon, Jean-François Bourdon, Gabriel Druillettes and Charles Abanel.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16227&
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/denys_de_saint_simon_paul_2F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_de_saint_simon_paul_2F.html

Pierre Denys (Denis) de la Ronde – Merchant and fur trader with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. He was born in 1631 at Tours in the Indre-et-Loir, son of Simon Denys de La Trinité and Jeanne Dubreuil. Married in 1655 at Trois-Rivières to Catherine Leneuf. Died in 1708 in Québec.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6992&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=9873&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstit=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
Richard Denys de Fronsac (Denis) – Merchant born in 1647 in La Rochelle in the Aunis. Son of Nicolas Denys and Margerite de Lafitte. Married in 1680 at Acadie to Anne Parabego. Died in 1691 at sea.

Simon Denys de Bonnaventure (Denis) – Merchant from Tours in the Indre-et-Loir who was born in 1600, son of Jacques Denys and Marie Cosnier. In 1628 he married Jeanne Dubreuil in La Rochelle. Was present in Nouvelle France from 1670 and later in Trois-Rivières. He most likely dealt within the fur trading sector. Died in 1678 at La Rochelle.

Jean De Pont – Merchant from La Rochelle in the 1660s who married Sarah Gombault. During said above period of time, De Pont and other family members would send ships to North America and most likely also to Nouvelle-France.

Paul-François Depont des Granges (Dupont) – Family member of a great family of merchants from La Rochelle who were associated for many years with the Mouchard, Bernon, Dhariette, Faneuil and De la Croix families.

Samuel De Pont – One of the most powerful family of merchants from La Rochelle in the 17th century. It is quite reasonable to say that Samuel and Jean De Pont sent ships to Nouvelle France and perhaps also to Acadie.
Joseph-Abraham Derit – Merchant from La Rochelle who was born in Bergerac within the Dordogne. Moved to Québec City about 1754 and was associated with Charles Ranson.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

François Derré de Gand (Ré, sieur de Gand) – Commissary general of the Compagnie des Cents-Associés. Arrived in Nouvelle-France with Samuel de Champlain. He became a strong supporter of Champlain and became an influential friend with first nation fur traders who dealt with the Compagnie des Cents-Associés. Died in Québec City in 1641.
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/derre_de_gand_francois_1F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/derre_de_gand_francois_1F.html

Pierre Desauniers dit Trottier – Merchant and shipowner in Montréal who was born in 1700, son of Pierre Trottier Desauniers and Catherine Charest. Married in 1723 to Marguerite Chéron. In 1730, he resided in Québec City. Died in France in 1747.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22459&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/trottier_desauniers_pierre_3E.html

Jacques Lesieure Desbrières – Merchant and banker in Paris who financed numerous expeditions to Nouvelle France from 1730 to about 1760.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=12338&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Arnaud-Blaise Descamps (Descamp / Descampes) – Merchant from Bordeaux who was associated with Pierre Trottier Desauniers of the Trois-Rivières region. He was in the fur trading industry in the 1730s and 1740s. In 1744, Descamps died at Québec City and Intendant Gilles Hocquart assigned a few merchants to be the guardians of Descamps’ children. Among said merchants, the three Pascaud brothers, Robert Dugard, Étienne Causade and François-Étienne Cugnet.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=810170
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
Auguste Descartes, baron de Dumesnil – Seigneur, merchant and fur trader with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=15610&

Jean Deschevery – Merchant born in 1695 in Bayonne in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, son of Jean Deschevery and Jeanne Damboise. Married in 1718 to Louise-Élisabeth Couteron. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1718 and settled in Montréal. In 1744 he had moved to Québec City where he died in 1745.
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/deschevery_jean_baptiste_3E.html

Étienne Desforges – Merchant from Paris who settled in Nouvelle France in 1698 and was associated within the fur industry and with the Fermes du roi. The latter was based in the Tadoussac-Saguenay region. He returned to France in 1703.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16664&

Michel Desorcy – Born La Rochelle, son of Michel Desorcy and Françoise Delabarre. He was a merchant associated with François Perron and he arrived in Canada in 1657. In 1687 he married Françoise Garnier in Neuville. Died at Sorel in 1723.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=2656&
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneTheme.do?refTheme=43&offsetIndexThemeLieuAllLevels=25

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28655&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28660&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=11057&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29770&
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/espiet_de_pensens_jacques_d_2F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/espiet_de_pensens_jacques_d_2F.html

Étienne DHariette – Merchant in Bordeaux, Rochefort and La Rochelle with six other family members who were trading with merchants in Nouvelle France from the 16th century to the 18th. Dhariette might have visited the port of Québec from 1669 to 1682 and perhaps also later.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35624&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=36978&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=35655&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38714&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38715&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=36978&
Jean d’Hérideau – Merchant and shipowner from Chaillevette in the Saintonge (Charente-Maritime) in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. He would send-out ships to Nouvelle-France, Acadie and Plaisance. It does not appear that d’Hérideau actually visited Nouvelle-France. 

Joannis-Galand d’Olabratz (Dolabarats / De Laubara) – Merchant born most likely in Saint-Jean-de-Luz in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques. Arrived at Louisbourg in 1721. He traded in Louisbourg from 1722 to 1745. Died in 1778 at Bayonne in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques. There was another Dolabarats, Pierre in 1699 at Plaisance within Terre-Neuve.

Laurent Dosquet – Merchant from Tournai within the province of Hainaut in Belgium. Married Anne-Jeanne Goffar about 1690. His son Pierre-Herman Dosquet was present at Nouvelle-France from 1721 onward.

François Doublet – Merchant born in 1619 in Honfleur in the Calvados, son of François Doublet and Marguerite Auber. In 1643, married with Madeleine Fontaine. In 1659 he was partnering with merchant Pierre Gellée of Dieppe and trading with merchants in Nouvelle-France and Acadie. In 1662 arrived in Nouvelle-France and was associated with the Compagnie de la Nouvelle-France.

Alexis Doutseau – Ship owner and merchant from Talmont. Was present in Québec City every year from 1716 to 1723 and in 1728 and 1730. He would sail from Bordeaux to Québec City. Most likely resided at Québec City for a few years.
Gratien Drouilhet – Financier from Paris and Rochefort who financed a number of expeditions to Nouvelle France from 1742 to 1756. He was associated with merchants in Québec; Claverie, Péan, Pénissault among others. Earlier in 1661 another Drouilhet in partnership with a Rynault from the port of Bordeaux was trading with America.

Gabriel Druillettes – Explorer, fur trader and Jesuit priest who in 1688 was trading for furs in Hudson Bay with other merchants from Nouvelle-France. Among these merchants were; Guillaume Couture, Laurent Dubosc, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Jean-François Bourdon, Charles Abanel and Caude Dablon.

Jean-Baptiste Guillo du Bodan - One of the most successful merchants in Vannes and Autray in Bretagne. He was born in 1662 in Vannes in the Morbihan. Son of Grégoire Guillo du Bodan and Olive Daviers. Married to Jeanne Magdeleine de Montelier. There was a François Guillo du Bodan, a ship captain, son of Jean-Baptiste Guillo du Bodan who also visited Nouvelle-France and likely Acadie. Guillo family members at Saint-Malo were present at Terre-Neuve (Newfoundland) in 1762.

Laurent Dubosc (Dubosq) – Merchant in 1688 who traded in Hudson Bay with other merchants of Nouvelle-France. Among said merchants; Guillaume Couture, Paul Denys de Saint-Simon, Jean-François Bourdon, Claude Dablon, Gabriel Druillettes and Charles Albanel.

Raymond Dubosq (du Bosc) – Merchant, trader and bourgeois in Québec City in the 1688-1697. He was associated with Jean Gitton. He was considered in the 1690s as one of the most influential merchants in Québec City.
Louis Dubreuil – Merchant in Québec City in 1756 who faced charges at the Prévôté de Québec for an unpaid debt of 720 livres.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=27533&

Louis Ducharme – Merchant associated with the Compagnie des Indes around 1709 along with Joseph Fleury Deschambault, Paul Mein de La Malgue, Louis François Hervieux. http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1588&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/fleury_deschambault_joseph_4F.html

Charles Dudouet – Merchant from La Rochelle and Bordeaux who with other family members would trade with merchants in Québec from 1704 to 1749, among them, Duplessis, Pascaud, de Couage and Raudot.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6528&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1064&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39077&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6528
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstit=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Robert Dugard – Merchant from Rouen who was associated from about 1729 to 1745 with Pierre Bocaute and other merchants in Québec City. From 1722 to 1770, Robert Dugard in partnership with Jean Lefebvre, Pierre Guy, François Havy formed a trading company with the name Société du Canada de Robert Dugard. Bocaute died in Québec in 1747, Guy died in Québec in 1748. Dugard appears to have returned to Rouen or Bordeaux.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29858&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22785&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20407&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18547&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22774&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=809871
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=810170
Joseph Dugas (Dugast) – Merchant and shipowner who was born in 1714 at Grand-Pré, Acadie, son of Joseph Dugas and Marguerite Richard. First marriage was with Margueritte Leblanc. In 1762 he married Louise Arseneau. Died at Saint-Servan in 1779 in Ille-et-Vilaine.

Michel Sidrac Dugué de Boisbriand - Seigneur, bourgeois, military officier, fur trader and associate of Jacques Le Ber who was born in 1638 in Puceul in the Loire-Atlantique within the Pays de la Loire, son of Pierre Dugué de La Boulardière and Perrine de Chambellé. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1665. In 1667, he married Martie Moyen in Montréal. Died in 1688 in Montréal.

Nicolas Duhamel – One of the leading merchant of the 17th century from Bordeaux, more precisely in the 1640s. Other leading merchants of the Bordeaux region were Jean de Ridder, Jean de Jehan, Jacques Nougue and Pierre Dupuys.

Jean Dulignon sieur de Lamirande – Merchant who was born in 1657 in La Rochefoucauld in the Charente, son of Théodore Dulignon and Marthe Pasquet. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1670. Married to Marthe Testard in Montréal. Died after 1706.

Pierre Dulignon, sieur de Lamirande – Merchant from La Rochefoucauld in the Charente who was born in 1656, son of Théofore Dulignon and Marthe Pasquet. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1703 and
settled in Québec City. He was assigned the ownership of the Seigneurie de Rivière-du-Loup and he named said seigniory Mirande.

Alexandre Dumas – Merchant from Rouen who arrived in Nouvelle France in 1751. Was born in 1726 in Nègrepelisse in the Montauban region of Tarn-et-Garonne, son of Jean Dumas and Marie Favar. Died at Québec City in 1802.

Jean Dumas dit Saint-Martin – Merchant and fur trader from Montauban in the Tarn-et-Garonne who was born in 1725, son of Pierre Dumas and Marie Calquieres who emigrated to Nouvelle France in about 1756. Was associated with Alexandre Dumas, Pierre Révol and Christophe Pélissier.

Libéral Dumas – Merchant from Rouen who emigrated to Nouvelle France in 1752-1755. 

Jean-Perronne Dumesnil – Merchant and administrator from Anjou in France who arrived in Québec in 1660 with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés and acted as the comptroller of the fur sector across
the colony. In 1667 or about, he married Lezinn Frotte at Ingrandes in the Maine region of France. Died after 1667 in France.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6953&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28868&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28912&
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/peronne_dumesnil_jean_1F.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/peronne_dumesnil_jean_1F.html

Eustache-Lambert Dumond – Merchant, fur trader and translator in Québec City in partnership in 1659 with Antoine Grignon, a merchant from La Rochelle, Aunis, France and was also associated at one point in time with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. Dumond during the tenure of Governor Frontenac was considered as being a successful merchant in the French colony among about 38 other merchants.
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0001082751&queryId=f818a082-e5f0-4dd1-bf9b-666fdd57e7e9&posInSet=3

http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=1118&returnForward=%2FoneTheme.do%3FrefTheme%3D43%26offsetIndexThemeLieuAllLevels%3D25
https://www.happyones.com/genealogy/dumont/jean-dumont.html

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16464&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22467&

Jean-Baptiste Dupleix dit Sylvain (Duplaix) – Merchant born in 1721 in La Baleine in Acadie, son of Claude Dupaix and Catherine de Gonillon. In 1753, he married Geneviève Benoist in Louisbourg. Associated with Michel Daccarette from 1737 to 1745 in Louisbourg. Following the British conquest, he moved to France where he died about 1796.
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/dupleix_silvain_jean_baptiste_4F.html

Charles Du Plessis-Bochart – Ship captain and merchant with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés from 1633 to 1636. Was also associated with Émery de Caën. He resided in Québec City during the above short period of time.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=27750&
François Dupont (Du Pont) Duvivier – Merchant born in 1705 at Port Royal, Acadie, son of François Dupont Duvivier and Marie Miüs d’Entremont de Pobomcoup. Following a military career in 1730s, he formed a trading company in the fishing industry and formed a partnership with fellow-merchant from La Rochelle, Joseph-Simon Desherbert de Lapointe. From 1732, Du Pont Duvivier, his uncle Louis Du Pont Duchambon, André Carrerot and his two brothers Michel Du Pont de Gourville and Louis Du Pont formed a trading company in Louisbourg. Died in 1776 at Sérignac in the Charente.

http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/du_pont_duvivier_francois_1705_1776_4F.html

Louis Du Pont Duchambon – Merchant who was born in 1689 at Sérignac in the Charente-Maritime, son of Hugues Du Pont Duvivier and Marie Hérault de Gourville. In 1709 he married a Jeanne Miüs d’Entremont de Pobomcoup in Louisbourg. Died in 1775 in Curat in the Charente-Maritime.

http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/du_pont_duchambon_louis_4E.html

Nicolas Dupont de Neuville – Merchant from Vervins in Aisne who arrived in Nouvelle France in 1652 from Paris. Born in 1632, son of Jean Dupont and Marie Gauchet. Married in 1669 in Paris to Jeanne Gaudais. The same year, he was back in Nouvelle-France with his wife. Served in Québec City and Montréal with various associates in the trade sector until his death. Was associated with Paul Le Moyne de Maricourt through a second marriage. Died in 1716 at Québec City.

http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/dupont_de_neuville_nicolas_2F.html

Pierre Dupont – Merchant who was born in 1670 in Bayonne in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, son of Pierre Dupont and Catherine Duboudrieu. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1696. The same year he married Louise Chavigny. Died in Québec City in 1731.


François Duprat – Ship owner and merchant from La Rochelle. His son Gabriel Duprat was present in Québec City in 1690.

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
Gabriel Duprat – Merchant who was born in 1656 in La Rochelle, son of François Duprat and Françoise Gaultier. In 1686, he was married in Québec City to Marie-Thérèse Duquet and a second marriage with Hélène Trefflet in 1700. Died in 1719 in La Rochelle.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6384&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=30374&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jean-Patrice Dupuy – Merchant and fur trader in Quebec City in the 1750s who was associated with Pierre-Gabriel Admyrault from La Rochelle and with Jean-Andre Lamelatie in Quebec City.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Paul Dupuy de Lisloye (Lislois) – Soldier with the Carignan-Salières Regiment, seigneur at Île-aux-Oies and merchant who was born in 1637 at Beaucaire in the Gard region of France. Son of Simon Dupuy and Suzanne Bouschette. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1665. Married in 1668 to Jeanne Couillar in Québec. Died in Québec in 1713.
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/fautoux_leon_3E.html

Pierre Dupuys – One of the leading merchants from Bordeaux in the 17th century, more precisely in the 1643-1687 time frame. Other leading merchants from Bordeaux during said period of time were Jean de Ridder, Jean de Jehan, Jacques Nougues.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7005&

Joseph Durocher – Merchant who was born in 1706 in Angers in the Maine-et-Loire. Son of Joseph Durocher and Marguerite Leroy. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1730, the same year, he married Marie-Louise-Catherine Juillet. Had dealings with merchants François Havy and Jean Lefebvre and was a successful fur trader in the Batiscan region for a number of years. Died at Montréal in 1765.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24808&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25243&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=3178&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/durocher_joseph_3F.html

Jacques-André Duverger – Merchant and shipowner in Montréal who was born in Loches (Saint-Ours) in the Indre-et-Loire. Married Marguerite Boisseau in 1660. Settled at Montréal and became a merchant who appears to have been successful in the 1690s.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38036&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=37067&
Guillaume Estèbe – Merchant in Québec City from 1728 to 1759. His duties were described at one point in time as garde-magasin. He was born in 1701 at Gourbit in the Ariège, son of Arnaud Estèbe and Elisabeth Garde. Was associated with Joseph-Simon Desherbert de Lapointe. Married in Québec City to Elisabeth-Cécile Thibierge in 1733.

André Estournel – Merchant from La Rochelle in the early 1700s who was associated with Jean-Jacques Catignon, merchant in Québec City in the 1720s time period.

Benjamin Faneuil – Merchant from La Rochelle who was born in 1635. He married Marie de Bernon. He was the brother of Pierre Faneuil. He sent out ships to North America in the 17th century and most likely to Nouvelle-France.

Pierre Faneuil – Merchant from La Rochelle who was born in 1644. He married Marie-Catherine Cossart. Brother of Benjamin Faneuil. He would send out ships to North America in the 17th century and most likely to Nouvelle-France.

Antoine Fauvel – Merchant in Québec City from about 1681 to 1690. He was considered one the most active merchant in Québec City among the 38 merchants who traded during the tenure of Sieur de Frontenac as governor of Nouvelle-France.

Guillaume Feniou – Father – Merchant who was born in La Rochelle in 1631. Son of Guillaume and Françoise Gaigneur, both parents from families of traders in the Aunis. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1656. In 1665 he married Marie-Anne Gauthier in Québec City. Died about 1672, probably in Québec City.

Guillaume Feniou – Son – Son of the above who was born in La Rochelle or Cognac, the latter in the Charente. Feniou, (son) was present in Nouvelle France in 1647, 1651, 1653, 1654. In 1656, 1657, Guillaume Feniou III, son of the above visited Québec City.

Yves-Jacques Ferriere de Busse - Merchant and fur trader born in 1729 in Brest in the Finistere. Son of Toussaint-René Ferrière and Jeanne-Thérèse Ruinet. Marriage in 1758 at Fort St-Frédéric (Crown Point) with Marguerite Prud-homme. Died at Chambly in 1796.

Pierre Fillye (Filye) – Merchant from Dieppe who in 1664 was associated with Charles Aubert de La Chesnaye. In 1666, Filye was present in Québec City with Aubert de La Chesnaye.
Julien Fizel – Merchant who was born in 1707, son of Julien Fizel and Nicolase Lecocq. Married Marie Detcheverry in Louisbourg. Died in Louisbourg in 1757.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=11612&
https://ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/22613/1/EC55708.PDF

http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=693&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D197
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=197&returnForward=%2FonePersonnage.do%3FrefPersonnage%3D693
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0001082751&queryId=f818a082-e5f0-4dd1-bf9b-666fdd57e7e9&posInSet=3

Joseph Fleury (Fleuri) des Chambault – Merchant who was born in 1709 in Québec City, son of Joseph de Fleury de La Gorgentière and Claire Jolliet. In 1738, he married Catherine Veron. In 1754 he was an administrator in Montréal with the Compagnie des Indes, the latter a leading trading company in the fur trading sector. He was also associated with Jacques Giasson, Nicolas Dufresne and Jacques Hervieux.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6306&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=1137&returnForward=%2FoneTheme.do%3FrefTheme%3D43%26offsetIndexThemeLieuAllLevels%3D25
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/fleury_deschambault_joseph_4F.html

Joseph de Fleury de la Gorgentière – Merchant and seigneur who was born in Québec City in 1676, son of Jacques-Alexis de Fleury de Deschambault and Claire Jolliet, the latter daughter of Louis Jolliet. He was associated with the Compagnie de la Colonie as a lead negotiator in the fur trade sector. He became one of the richest traders in Nouvelle-France within the fur industry. Died at Québec City in 1755.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22524&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6331&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6327&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=809&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21128&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/fleury_de_la_gorgendiere_joseph_de_3E.html
Jean Fonteneau, dit Alfonse de Saintonge – He was born in Portugal in 1484 and baptized João Alfonso. A Portuguese navigator who would resettled about 1530 in La Rochelle, the latter in the Aunis region of France. In 1542-43, he piloted a ship in which Jean-François de la Roque de Roberval sailed to the shores of the St. Lawrence River in Canada.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=41093&
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Alfonse

Louis Fornel – Merchant in Nouvelle France from about 1712 to 1749 in the region of Baie-des-Esquimaux (Bonne-Espérance) on the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the region of the Labrador Coast. Resided in Québec City. Appears to have dealt in Québec with François Havy, Jean Lefebvre, Jacques Barbel, Bathélemy Cotton and the Compagnie des Indes.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20678&
http://anom.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/ir?num=20&ir=FRANOM_00019&q=n%C3%A9gociant&start=141
https://books.google.ca/books?id=F31j8G3_ATcC&pg=PA146&lpg=PA146&dq=Les+n%C3%A9gociants+sous+le+r%C3%A9gime+britannique+au+Qu%C3%A9bec&source=bl&ots=OlLhrkgbmm&sig=xoyoYNNhpl3duTEzE6Jqy2PfwBUsov&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwin3J2AhZDeAhWSlkKHHz2B3EQ6AEwAnoECAgQAQ-
v=onepage&q=Les%20n%C3%A9gociants%20sous%20le%20r%C3%A9gime%20britannique&f=false

Pierre-Nicolas Fortin – Merchant from Rouen in Normandie who was present in Québec City in 1733 as the agent for his father Pierre Fortin, the latter, a merchant in Rouen in the Seine-Maritime.

Jean-Jacques Fossecave – Merchant from La Rochelle who partnered with Antoine Pascaud from 1696 to 1705 and most likely with other merchants in Canada.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38136&
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=cde012d8-e042-4004-9c5d-b29cf4567aff&posInSet=4

François Foucault – Merchant from Verneuil-sur-Indre in the region of Indre-et-Loire. He was born in 1690, son of Eusèbe Foucault and Catherine Catalan. Emigrated to Nouvelle-France in 1689. Served first in Montréal as a merchant but later became a cellier (wine importer). In 1691 in Montréal, he married Catherine Nafrechou. Died at Québec City in 1734.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21571&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
Benjamin Fouchard - Merchant from La Rochelle who was born in 1635, son of Jacques Fouchard, also a merchant. Married Sarah Depont. It is quite conceivable that members of the Fouchard family of merchants would have sent ships to Nouvelle-France.
https://ahmuf.hypotheses.org/2143
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1117064/f1.item.texteImage.zoom

Pierre Foureur dit Champagne – Master tanner who was born in 1687 at Reims in the Marne, son of Jérôme Foureur and Alizon Richer. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1718. Married in Montréal in 1718 to Anne-Céleste Desforges. Died in 1736 at Québec City.
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Jean-Louis Fournel – Merchant born in 1686 in Agen in the Lot-et-Garonne, son of Jean Fournel and Marthe Crespy (Crespine). Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1694. In 1726, he married Marie-Claire Bissot at Québec City
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21571&
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/fornel_louis_3F.html

Jean-François Fraisse – Merchant from Montauban in the Tarn-et-Garonne, in Québec City and Louisbourg from 1749 to 1755.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=.&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Guillaume France – Father – Merchant with the Compagnie du Canada de Robert Dugard prior to 1743.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=.&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Guillaume France – Son – Merchant with the same Compagnie du Canada de Robert Dugard, from 1745 onward.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sst=.&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=

Solomon Francia – Jewish merchant from Bordeaux who was among others who sent ships to North America from about 1683 to 1750. Among these Jewish merchants, one can trace David Gradis, Jacob Peixotto, Jacob Raphël, Gabriel Da Silva, Joseph Da Silva, Samuel Lopes-Dubec, Abraham Gradis, Joseph-Abraham-Henriques Raba, Jean Gomes, Jean Nougues and François Mendes. In 1747, Abraham Francia had sent a ship to Québec City from Bordeaux.


Louis-Simon Fréchet (Frichet) – Merchant in Québec City in 1750 who was associated with the Compagnie des Indes occidentales and the Domaine du Roi. He appears to have been in some form of partnership or had families ties with fellow merchants Louis Bazil, François Havy, Jean Lefebvre, Jean-Étienne Jayat, Jean Tachet (Taché), Sieur Mariette and Du Roy. Féchet was born in 1711 in Québec City, married Louise Constantin. Fréchet died in 1767 in Québec City.

Jean-Louis Frémont (Fromont) – Merchant from Saint-Germain-en-Laye in the Yvelines was born in 1729, son of Charles Fromont and Louise Villot. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1751, married the same year to Marie Collet (Coclet) in Québec City. Served as a merchant in Québec City from 1751 to 1759. Died in Paris in 1797.
Thomas Frérot – Merchant and notary in Montréal and Trois-Rivières in the 1670s. It appears that most of his business activities were as a notary, not as a merchant. He served as a notary from 1669 to 1678 in Montréal and in 1677 in Trois-Rivières. Also referred to as Thomas Frérot de Lachenest. It is quite conceivable that Thomas Frérot the merchant and Thomas Frérot de Lachenest, the notary were two different individuals who both resided at Nouvelle France within the same time period.

Jacques Froger de la Rigaudière et de l’Éguille – Merchant at the Saintonge region who in the 17th century was sending ships to North America and most likely to Nouvelle-France. He might have been the son or grandson of Alexandre Froger de la Rigaudière of the Fresneaud region of Montelimar in the Drôme region.

Pierre-François Fromage – Merchant in 1677 at Saint-Étienne in the Loire, son of Laurent Fromage and Benoîte de Chazelle. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1698. Married in 1699 in Québec City with Marguerite Fortin. From 1694 onward he was associated with Hilaire Bourgine and Jean Sébille. Died about 1704.

Jacques Gadois dit Mauger – Merchant who was born in Montréal in 1686. He was also a silversmith. Son of Pierre Gadois and Jeanne Besnard. Married in 1714 to Marie-Madeleine Chorel de Saint-Romain dit d’Orvilliers in Montréal. Resided at Varennes. Died in 1750 at Montréal.

François Gagnon – Merchant in Montréal with the Compagnie des Indes from 1715 to 1750. Said society was involved in part within the fur industry.

Pierre Gaigneur dit Legaigneur – Merchant from La Rochelle in the Charente-Maritime. Born in 1625 at La Rochelle, son of Louis Gaigneur and Marguerite Bodin. In 1654 he married Jeanne Grignon. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1663. Member of the same family as Antoine Grignon. Gaigneur who was operating as a recruiter of peasants from 1664 to 1678 in the Aunis province. He died in 1692 at La Rochelle.

Guillaume Gaillard (Gauillard) – Merchant in Québec City from 1690-1724. Most likely a relative of Mathieu Gaillard. During the above time period, as many as 38 merchants in the Québec City region appears to have been successful in their trading endeavours with merchants in about 32 port-cities of France.

Mathieu Gaillard – Medical doctor and merchant who was born in 1645 at Ars-en-Ré in the Charente-Maritime, son of Mathieu Gaillard and Marie Jammond. Married in 1676 to Anne Martin at La Rochelle.
Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1686. He was commissioner of the Marine de France in Nouvelle France from 1687. In 1719, Gaillard, son of Mathieu Gaillard, père was trading at Nouvelle-France for the Gaillard family as listed in a document with the title of Mémoire des négociants du Canada. Mathieu Gaillard, père died at La Rochelle after 1706.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16072&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16096&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16122&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20678&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/gaillard_mathieu_1F.html

Pierre Gallon – Merchant from La Rochelle who traded in Newfoundland in 1685.
http://iciob.bac-lac.gc.ca/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=34294
https://lebloguedeguyperron.wordpress.com/2014/03/23/censif-de-la-rochelle-vers-1678/

Ignace J. Gamelin – Merchant at Batiscan, son of Ignace Gamelin and Marguerite Le Moyne. Married at Montréal in 1731 to Marie-Louise Dufrost de La Generais. He became a leading figure in the fur trade industry as an exporter.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22459&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=2552&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=1076&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22578&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21571&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22459&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/gamelin_ignace_1698_1771_4E.html

Barthélemy Gandin (Gaudin) – Merchant who was born in 1613 in La Rochelle. Son of Louis Gaudin, merchant and Marie François. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1643. In 1647 in La Rochelle, he married Marthe Cougnac dit Coignac. Died in 1697 at Neuville. His brother Louis Gaudin, merchant from La Rochelle had married Sara Guérineau, daughter of Jean Guérineau and Marie Mestyer. Another brother Jacques Gaudin from La Rochelle, also a merchant had married Marguerite Macault. Another Gaudin was also present in Nouvelle-France; Jean Gaudin.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16446&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6960&
Pierre Garbusat – Merchant in Lyon and La Rochelle. In 1658, he sailed for Nouvelle France with Emmanuel Leborgne. In 1689 he was associated with Pierre Martel, a merchant in Québec City.


Isaac Garesché – A leading merchant at Nieulle-sur-Seudre in the Charente-Maritime (Poitou-Charentes). He was born in 1738. Died at Le Gua in 1812. Does not appear to have visited Nouvelle France but was associated with merchant M. Baudoin Delandebardie, the latter from Taillebourg with merchant ships in Newfoundland. Sons and grandsons of Isaac Gareshé, Daniel, Jacques, Daniel Jr., Pierre-Isaac all appear to have been merchants and traders. An exceptional family among the merchants of France within above time period.

Nicolas Gargot de la Rochette – Merchant born in 1619 in La Rochelle in the Aunis, son of Hilaire Gargot and Anne Lardot. Was present in Acadie in 1637, Plaisance in 1650, Québec City in 1662. Died in 1664 at La Rochelle.
Jean Garos – Son – Followed the foot-steps of his father and was present in Nouvelle France in the 1660s and 1670s.

Nicolas Gastineau, sieur Du Plessis – Fur trader and explorer who was born about 1627. He arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1648. In 1650, was sent to Trois-Rivières by the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. In 1663 he married Marie Crevier. Died in 1689 in Québec City.

Jean Gatin – Merchant in Québec City from 1706 to 1729 In partnership in part with Jean Jung. Married Catherine-Elisabeth Lambert. Died prior to 1731.

Jean Gaudon (Gaudion), sieur de La Gaudonnière – Merchant in Montréal in the 1714-1720 time frame. Originated from the Touraine in the Val de Loire. A second Gaudon or perhaps the same Gaudon was Trésorier de la marine in Montréal during same time period.
Pierre Gaultier de Varennes et de La Vérendrye – Explorer, fur trader, merchant and seigneur born in 1685 in Trois-Rivières. Son of René Gaultier de Varennes and Marie Boucher. The latter the daughter of Pierre Boucher, Governor of Trois-Rivières. Died in Montréal in 1749. Much has been written about this famous explorer. What portion of his income was derived from the purchasing and selling of furs, very little as per historian Yves F. Zoltvany.


Guillaume Gauthier (Gautier) de la Chesnaye – Merchant, fur trader in Québec City. Born in Paris in 1622, son of Philippe Gauthier and Marie Pichon. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1636. In 1648, he married Marie-Esther de Limbourg in Québec City. Was active within the trading sector in the 1640-1650s. Died in 1657 at Québec City.

Jean-Élie Gauthier (Gaultier) – Master tanner who was born in 1700 at Melle in the Deux-Sèvres, son of Laurent Gaultier (Gauthier) and Élisabeth Delavault. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1726. Married in 1727 in Québec City to Marie-Suzanne Hallé. Died after 1759, perhaps in France.

Jean-Jacques Gauthier – Merchant in Québec City and Montauban in the Tarn-et-Garonne and was present in Nouvelle France in the 1740s and perhaps in the 1750s.
Pierre de La Lande Gayon II – Merchant in the 1690s in Québec City. Was considered to be a member of merchants described as being successful in the importing and exporting of goods in Nouvelle France. During the tenure of Sieur de Frontenac as governor of Nouvelle-France, it does appear that merchants in some of the 32 port-cities of France with those merchants in Québec City were engaged in fairly constant trades during the trading months between the two continents. In 1743 Jacques de Lalande-Gayon was associated with other merchants at the poste Gros Mecatina in the Mingan region. The latter La Lande Gayon most likely a brother of Pierre.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=4489&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=23835&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6

Jean-Baptiste Gayot – Merchant in Québec City in the 1690-1712 time frame. Associated with Nicolas Lanoullier de Boisclair and the Compagnie du Castor. Another Gayot, Nicolas, a merchant was also present at Nouvelle-France. The latter Gayot was associated with fellow merchants; Antoine Pascaud, Mathieu-François de Lino. Another Gayot, also a merchant was associated with Denis Riverin, merchant in Nouvelle-France.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16331&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20166&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20865&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22321&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22157&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22292&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22284&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22274&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/lanoullier_de_boisclerc_nicolas_3F.html

François Gazan – Merchant from La Rochelle who was present in Nouvelle France in the 1750s and was associated with Jean Tourton. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1754. In 1755 he married Elisabeth Denaud. Death date unknown.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38638&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstl=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boscher&cnst=https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=cde012d8-e042-4004-9c5d-b29cf4567aff&posInSet=4

Jacques Gendreau – Merchant in Quebec City in the 1690s. Was considered during that time period an active and important merchant in Nouvelle France who dealt along with his 38 fellow merchants with places of business among the 32 port-cities of France.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=2514&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
Jean-Baptiste Genesis – Merchant at Plaisance in Terre-Neuve from about 1702 to 1713. Married in 1709 at Plaisance to Anne Vignaud, daughter of François Vignaud and Jeanne Aubert. It does appear that Genesis had moved to Louisbourg after 1713. Jeanne died in 1736 or about at Saint-Esprit in Acadie.
https://journals.lib.unb.ca/index.php/acadiensis/article/view/10650/11305 - no69

Pierre Georges – Merchant from La Rochelle, a son or nephew of Samuel Georges, the famous merchant of La Rochelle and visitor to Canada. From 1634 onward, Samuel Georges and family members would send ships to Nouvelle-France.
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1117064/f84.item.texteImage.zoom
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/lomeron_david_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/lomeron_david_1E.html

Samuel Georges – Famous La Rochelle merchant with very close ties during the formative years of Nouvelle France (New France) and Acadie (Acadia). From 1634 onward, Georges would send ships to Nouvelle-France.
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1117064/f84.item.texteImage.zoom
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/lomeron_david_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/lomeron_david_1E.html

https://books.google.ca/books?id=nSkyreZDZBoC&pg=PA8&lpg=PA8&dq=Jacques-Bertrand+Georget&source=bl&ots=pOTjhDS8To&sig=aqzu1muAAjXCE9FkEe4fjuJld4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi4goLp-KHeAhWxd98KHT0bDpgQ6AEwDnoECAcQAQ-v=onepage&q=Jacques-Bertrand%20Georget&f=false

Jacques (Jean) Giasson – A fur trader in Montréal during the 1750-1780 time frame. He was associated with Joseph Fleury Deschambault and the Compagnie des Indes in addition to Nicolas Dufresne, Jacques Hervieux, Étienne Augé, Charly Saint-Ange, Quesnel, Guy and de Couague.
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/fleury_deschambault_joseph_4F.html

Robert Giffard de Moncel – Bourgeois, medical doctor, recruiter of families and member of the Communauté des Habittants. First medical doctor in Nouvelle France. Son of Guillaume Giffard and Louise Viron born in 1589 at Autheuil in the Orne. In 1628 he married Marie Regnouard at Mortagne. He established the township of Beauport in Nouvelle France. In 1640 he became the first doctor at the Hôtel-Dieu (hospital).
Arnaud Gilbert – Merchant from Bordeaux in the Gironde, son of André Gilbert and Marie-Anne de Mora, merchant at Bordeaux. Gilbert, son, was present in Nouvelle France in 1740 and was associated with the Trottier-Desauniers family, the latter whose members were leading fur traders in the Trois-Rivières region in the dying days of the French colony of Nouvelle-France.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst= https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Bertrand Gilbert – Brother of André Gilbert, merchant from Bordeaux. Bertrand Gilbert was also a merchant in Québec City in the 1730s.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst= https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a


Élie Giraudeau – Merchant of a large family of traders from La Rochelle in the Aunis with direct connection with merchants in Nouvelle France in the 1740-1750 time frame and perhaps earlier. Among said merchants, Pierre Meynardie and Abraham Derit.
Jean Gitton – Father - Merchant, shipowner at La Rochelle in the Aunis who also resided in Québec City in 1655, 1656, 1658, 1667 and was associated with the Compagnie de la Baie d’Hudson. Fur trading appears to have been his primary income.

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jean Gitton – Son – Merchant, ship owner from La Rochelle who also resided in Québec City from about 1663 to about 1715 and was associated with the Compagnie de la Baie d’Hudson (Compagnie du Nord) and with the Hazeur family of merchants in Quebec City.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38727&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7001&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38727&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/bitstream/52327/2022717/1/192656.pdf
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Pierre Glemet – Merchant in Québec City from 1744 to 1763. Was associated with François Mounier and François Maurin. Born in 1723 in Jarnac in the Charente between the cities of Cognac and Angoulême, son of Pierre Glemet and Marie-Jeanne Mounier. In 1763 he returned to La Rochelle.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=25787&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28903&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28902&
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=863&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D97
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Bosher&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

Jean Gobin – Merchant who was born in 1645 in Tours in the Indre-et-Loire, son of Nicolas Gobin and Marie Mangeant. Married Gabrielle Brossion dit Bécasseau at Tours in 1680. Arrived in Nouvelle France the same year. In 1689, Gobin formed a partnership in the fishing industry on the St. Lawrence River with fellow merchants; Charles Aubert de La Chesnaye, François Pachot, François Poisset, Mathieu de Lino, Pierre Lallement and Charles Pattu. Died in Québec City in 1703. Gobin was considered one of the leading merchants in Québec City in the 1690s.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=31012&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=E&p_fonds=1&p_numunide=826811
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/gobin_jean_2F.html
Étienne Godeau – Merchant in the fur sector who was born in 1661 in La Châtre within the Indre, son of Étienne Godeau and Marie Guay. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1692. Married in 1694 at Sillery to Marie-Françoise Simon dit Lapointe. Died about 1700.
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bs2479072

Jean Godefroy de Lintot – Member of the Communauté des Habitants. Interpreter with various First Nations. Born in 1607 or 1608 at a commune with the name of Lintot, the latter within the pays de Caux. Son of Pierre Godefroy and Pierrette Cavelier. Brother of Thomas Godefroy de Normanville. Arrived in Nouvelle-France about 1626. In 1636 or about, he married in Trois-Rivières Marie Leneuf, daughter of Mathieu Leneuf, sieur Du Hérisson and Jeanne Le Marchant. Died at Trois-Rivières in 1681.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29350&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6964&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29251&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bts2479072
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/godefroy_de_lintot_jean_1E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/godefroy_de_lintot_jean_1E.html

Jean-Paul Godefroy – Merchant with the Conseil des habitants. He was born in Paris in 1602. In 1645 he arrived in Nouvelle France and returned to France in 1661. He was a fur trader, translator and merchant with the first nations. Died in France about 1668.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=30348&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28408&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bts2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/godefroy_jean_paul_1F.html

Michel Godefroy – Member of the Godefroy family of Trois-Rivières, seigneurs, merchants, fur traders and military officers.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29916&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6965&
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/ark:/52327/bts2479072
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/godefroy_de_lintot_michel_2E.html
Denis Goguet sieur de La Sauzaie – Merchant from La Flotte in the Aunis who was born in 1704. Son of René-Denis Goguet and Marguerite-Thérèse Sybille. Was present in Québec City in 1731, 1734, 1744. In 1738 he married Louise-Élisabeth Ferré du Buron in Québec City. He was associated with Jacques Perreault, Pierre Thiollière de La Rochelle and Simon-Pierre Thiollière. Died in 1778 at La Rochelle.

Jean Gomes de Silva – Jewish merchant from Bordeaux who among others who would send ships to North America from about 1683 to 1750. Among them, one can trace David Gradis, Abraham Gradis, Jacob Peixotto, Jacob Raphaël, Gabriel Da Silva, Joseph Da Silva, Solomon Francia, Samuel Lopes-Dubec, Joseph Abraham Henriques Raba, Jean Nougues and François Mendes.

Gabriel Gosselin – Merchant in Québec City, son of Nicolas Gosselin at Combray in Normandie. Married Françoise Lelièvre. In 1689 he moved to Québec City from Île-d'Orléans, where he organized his trading residence and store. Died in 1697. Gabriel Gosselin had a son who continued the trading practice of his father for a Gosselin is among other merchants of Nouvelle-France in the 1721-1724 time period who were denouncing to Governor Vaudreuil the near absolute control by the Compagnie des Indes in the purchasing and resale of beaver pelts.


Antoine Gourdeau, sieur de Beaulieu – Merchant in Québec City in the 1690s, see also Jacques Gourdeau de Beaulieu. In the 1690s during the tenure of Sieur de Frontenac, governor of Nouvelle-
France, about 38 merchants, many who came from France were quite successful in their trading practices with other merchants who were based in the 32 port-cities of France.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7530&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6

Jacques Gourdeau de Beaulieu – Seigneur, merchant and fur trader with the Compagnie des Cent-Associsés. Resided in Québec City in the late 17th century. He was associated with the Joliet, Denys families of merchants and perhaps other merchants within said city. It appears that about 1690, as many as 38 merchants at Nouvelle-France dealt with fellow merchants at some of the 32 port-cities in France during the trading months of spring, summer, early fall.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18184&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18030&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=26028&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=19814&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=19863&
https://www.amazon.ca/1690-William-Phips-Devant-Qu%C3%A9bec/dp/B009LIT1V6
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/gourdeau_de_beaulieu_et_de_la_grossardiere_jacques_2E.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/gourdeau_de_beaulieu_et_de_la_grossardiere_jacques_2E.html

Guillaume Gouze (Gouse) – Merchant who was born in 1702 at Verdun-sur-Garonne in the Tarn-et-Garonne. Son of Jean Gousse and Sébastienne Bonet. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1732, same year he married Marie Anne Chasie. Died in 1736 in Québec City. Marie-Anne Chasie would later marry Joseph Perthuis. The latter was a leading merchant in Nouvelle-France.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=3328&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=18588&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24899&
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/perthuis_joseph_4E.html

Abraham Gradis – Leading merchant from Bordeaux who was born in Bordeaux about 1699. From 1746 to 1755, Gradis sent numerous ships from Bordeaux to Nouvelle France. In 1754 alone, Gradis sent 14 ships from Bordeaux to Québec City.

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24237&
http://www.academia.edu/5351070/Atlantic_Trade_and_Sephardim_Merchants_in_eighteenth_century_France_the_Case_of_Bordeaux
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
https://archive.org/details/ungrandarmateurd00maup
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_de_vitre_theodose_matthieu_4E.html
David Gradis – Merchant from Rochefort in the Aunis, father of Abraham Gradis, sent numerous ships to Nouvelle France in 1746 and 1747.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39046&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24475&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=24241&
http://www.academia.edu/5351070/Atlantic_Trade_and_Sephardim_Merchants_in_eighteenth_century_France_the_Case_of_Bordeaux
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_de_vitre_theodose_matthieu_4E.html

http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21571&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22460&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=20678&
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/veron_de_grandmesnil_etienne_1649_1721_2F.html

Gabriel-André Grateloup – Merchant from Bordeaux who from 1740 to 1750 was associated with Pierre Charbonneau, Pierre Trottier Desauniers, François-Emmanuel Moreau and other merchants in Nouvelle-France.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=28874&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=39003&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=38984&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe
r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a

François Gravé du Pont – Merchant and captain of the navy who was present in Tadoussac in 1603, at Port-Royal in 1605 and at Québec City in 1619-1620. He was born in 1560 in Saint-Malo in the Ille-et-Vilaine. Son of Robin Gravé and Guyonne Arthur. In 1585 or about he married Christine Martin at Saint-Malo. Arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1600. Died in France in 1629.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=29886&
https://www.cfqlmc.org/tourisme-des-lieux-de-memoire-franco-quebecois/france/honfleur-et-champlain
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0003571567&queryId=ec598418-6760-4b33-b5cf-e4897e85ff2b&posInSet=1
Jean Grelleau – Merchant who was born in 1714 in Bordeaux in the Gironde. Son of Jean Grelleau and Pierrette Bourillon. Arrived in Quebec City in 1749. In 1757 in La Rochelle, he married Catherine de Chaumereau Surin. He was associated in Canada with Francois Mounier.

Gabriel Greysac – Merchant in Nouvelle France, son of Arnaud Greysac. Second marriage with Marie-Jeanne Albert. From 1715 to 1737 or about, Gabriel Greysac was residing in Quebec City. He was somehow associated with other merchants of Quebec City; Jean Crespin, Charles Deble, Pierre Normandin and most likely others.

Daniel Greysolon du Luth – Fur trader, explorer and merchant who was born in 1639 at Saint-Germain-Laval in the Loire-et-Drôme. Arrived it appears in Nouvelle-France in 1684. His uncle, Jacques Patron, a merchant in Montreal might have been the one who introduced Greysolon du Luth to the fur trading commerce. Died in Montreal in 1710. He never married.

Antoine Grignon – Merchant and recruiter of pioneer families with destinations to Nouvelle-France was born in 1607 in La Rochelle in the Aunis. In 1632, he married Suzanne Suppet in La Rochelle. In 1658, he arrived in Nouvelle France. Resided in Quebec City. Died in La Rochelle in 1675. Was associated with members of the Gaigneur family of merchants in Canada.

Auger Grignon – Born in 1645 in La Rochelle, son of Antoine and Susanne Suppet. In 1667, he was residing in Québec City. Continued the work of his father. He was associated with the Gaigneur, Baudin families of merchants through marriages. He died in 1686.

Jean Grignon – Father – Merchant, ship owner in La Rochelle and Québec City was born in 1639, son of Antoine Grignon and Suzanne Suppet who settled in the Trois-Rivières region about 1658. In 1663 in Québec he married Louise Côté. He was associated with Louis Leber, Viennay Pachot, Jean Gitton and Pierre Gaigneur merchants from La Rochelle. Died in 1703 at La Rochelle.
Jean Grignon – Son – Merchant, ship owner at La Rochelle and Québec City who was born in 1670 at La Rochelle, son of Jean Grignon and Louise Côté. Arrived at Nouvelle France in 1695. Marriage in 1696 at Québec City with Marie Joliet. Returned to France in 1698, died in 1702.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=7001&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16259&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/search/611abea3-f228-45d2-8824-68e85fa3391a
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/hazeur_francois_2F.html

Nicolas Grisard, sieur Desormeaux – Merchant who resided at Québec City in 1667.
http://collections.banq.qc.ca/bitstream/52327/2022717/1/192656.pdf

Antoine Groc – Merchant from Bordeaux who in the 1750s partnered with Tourton de Clairefontaine at Québec City. Associated by marriage with the Dupuy and Rouillard families.
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=cde012d8-e042-4004-9c5d-b29cf4567aff&posInSet=4

Jean Guenet (Quenet) – Merchant and financier from Rouen, member of the Compagnie des Cent Associés who reached a trading agreement with Jean Bourdon in Nouvelle France. With a birth in 1647 in Rouen within the Seine-Maritime, son of Jean Quenet and Marthe Varin. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1674. In 1675, married Étiennette Hurtubise at Montréal. Died in Rivière-des-Prairies (Montréal) in 1733.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21321&
http://www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/27823/publication.html
https://cap.banq.qc.ca/notice?id=p%3A%3Ausmarcdef_0000471420&queryId=cde012d8-e042-4004-9c5d-b29cf4567aff&posInSet=4
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/robinau_de_becancour_rene_1E.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/robinau_de_becancour_rene_1E.html

Toussaint Guénet – Merchant and financier from Rouen in the Seine-Maritime, associated with the Compagnie des Cent Associés from 1650 to 1670. In 1669 Toussaint Guenet transported aboard his ships, 164 persons from Normandie including 150 young ladies from the port of Rouen to the port of Québec City.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6976&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6972&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=6953&
http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20181023060007183&p_cent re=03Q&p_classe=TL&p_fonds=5&p_numunide=840121
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&sstie=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=103
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=3828&

Pierre Guérineau – Merchant and furrier who was born in 1728 at Poitiers in the Vienne, son of René Guérineau and Catherine Philippe. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1752, married the same year at Pointe-aux-Trembles (Montréal) to Marie-Josèphe Lamotte. Died at Civray, Charente about 1793.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poitiers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointe-aux-Trembles

http://www.archivesdepartementales76.net/pdf/3Bblasons.pdf
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/gerout_pierre_6E.html


Louis Guigues – Merchant with la Compagnie de la Colonie and with the Domaine d’Occident in the 1697 time frame. During that period, Guigues was trading with Sieur Charles Lemoyne d’Iberville and other fur traders in the Hudson Bay region of Northern Quebec.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16671&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16667&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16600&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16611&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=16610&

Moïse Guillebaud (Guillebault) – Merchant, ship owner who traded in the fur industry with merchants at Acadie (Acadia). Was associated with Emmanuel Le Borgne of Acadie.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=36978&
http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/search/search.html?st=1&ssti=&e=0&f=0&adoof=0&ast=J.+F.+Boshe r&cnst=
Charles Guillemin (Guillimin) – Merchant at Concarneau in the Finistère, son of Guillaume Guillimin and Marguerite Moreau. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1690. Married in 1710 at Montréal to Françoise Lemaître. Died in Québec City in 1739.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=21211&
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://biographi.ca/en/bio/guillimin_charles_2F.html
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/guillimin_charles_2F.html

François Guion (Guyon) – Merchant, ship owner who traded at Acadie and Nouvelle-France. Resided in Québec City but was also active in the trading industry at Port-Royal in Acadie. It appears that there was more than one trader / ship owner with the name of François Guion (Guyon) in Nouvelle-France.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/guion_francois_2E.html

François Guion-Després – Merchant and fur trader with the Compagnie des Cent-Associés. See also previous posting.
http://nouvelle-france.org/fra/Pages/item.aspx?IdNumber=22373&
http://biographi.ca/fr/bio/guion_francois_2E.html

Simon Guillory – Merchant at Montréal from about 1664 to 1698 who was born in 1646 at Blois in the Loir-et-Cher, son of François Guillory and Élisabeth Thomas. Married Louise Bouchard in Montréal. Died in 1698
http://www.biographi.ca/fr/bio/denys_de_la_ronde_louis_3F.html

Jacques Guitaut dit Jolicoeur – Merchant who arrived in Nouvelle-France in 1665. He was born in Saint-Thomas in the Anjou, son of Denis Guitaut and Jacqueline Bicquet. Married Marguerite Rebours in 1666 in Montréal. Died in 1689 at La Prairie (Laprairie).

Pierre Guy – Merchant who was born in 1701 in Paris, son of Nicolas Guy and Elisabeth Leduc. Arrived in Nouvelle France in 1725. The same year in Montréal, he married Elisabeth Gareau. He died in 1748 in Montréal. He was associated with Robert Dugard, Jean Lefebvre, François Havy at the Société du Canada de Robert Dugard from 1722 to 1748.
https://www.persee.fr/doc/annor_0003-4134_1979_num_29_3_5339

Denis Guyon – Merchant born in 1631 in Mortagne-au-Perche, the latter within the Eure-et-Loire, son of Jean Guyon and Mathurine Robin. He was recruited by Robert Giffard and became a highly
successful fur trader in the Québec City region. In 1659 he married Elisabeth Boucher. He died in 1685 at Québec.
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/onePersonnage.do?refPersonnage=467&returnForward=%2FoneLieu.do%3FrefLieu%3D1116
http://inventairenf.cieq.ulaval.ca:8080/inventaire/oneLieu.do?refLieu=1116&returnForward=%2FonePersonnage.do%3FrefPersonnage%3D467
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